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This research intraduces the concept of the Intelligent lndependent 

Feature: a manufaduring feature which ensures its own manufacturability. This 

is a novel way of ensurhg manufacturability of a design in the design stage, and 

as a consequenœ building the foundation of a process plan concurrently. This 

research not only evaluates manufacturability of the design as the designer 

designs, it enforces it, Wus ensunng a manufacturable design at any stage of the 

design process. lnstead of allowing the designer to design features (holes, dots, 

pockets, etc.) in a part without respect for the manufacturing needs of those 

features, this research proposes a new strategy: to replace the pure data-based 

design primitives of a solid modeller with design primitives that can think. These 

new design primitives would have specific knowledge about their own 

manufacturing needs and have the intelligence to interact with the CAD system, 

the part, each other, and the designer to ensure that those needs are met. In 

other words, the designer would design with design primitives that talk back. 

The concept of the Intelligent lndependent Feature is developed and 

successfully implemented in a proofdf~oncept Feature-Based Design system. 

Mensions to this concept are also developed and successhrlly implemented in 

the proofsfconcept system. 
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1 Prologue 

It is becoming widely recognized that decisions made in the design stage 

of a product to be manufadurecl can significantly affect its ability to be 

manufactured competiovely economically and even its ability to be manufactured 

at all. Estimates of 70% to 80% [ColtonSO], 85% [ME91], and even up to 90% 

Kiemkegl] of a product's costs are detemined by decisions made in the design 

stage. Zemke and Spann's 90% figure is further qualifieci by their comment that 

these costs are often cornmitteci before manufacturing engineers have been 

allowed any input into the design [ZiernkeQl]. Traditional approaches to the 

design-to-manufachiring process involved itemtive acavities between design and 

manufacturing departments to the extent that the right hand did not know what 

the lefl hand was doing until after it was done (and often too late to change). 

The introduction of Concurrent Engineering (CE) practices and thinking 

has rnoved manufacturing concems into the design stage where their concurrent 

consideration along with functional design needs has the potential of addressing 

manufacturing constraints and opportunities in the design stage, instead of after 

the design has been finalued. Aithough the grand scheme of concurrent 

engineering is really "design for evefything'' (the consideration of ail product life 

cycle activii needs in the design stage) [Fauvel92], the essence is the 

integraüon of product design and process planning into a concurrent activity 



[Bedworthgl]. The first sbep in this integration is to ensure a manufacturing- 

fnendly design. To this end, there has emergeû considerable interest in creating 

new design modelling software tools that incorporate manufachiring constraints. 

Enter the conœpt of the Intelligent CAD System. An Intelligent CAD System is a 

computer-aided design modelling tw l  that gives the designer feedback on the 

manufadu ring implications of their design decisions. 

Since design is by definition a creative proces and creative processes by 

definition are very difficuit to define, the incorporation of manufactunng 

constraints and opportuniües into the design modelling tool must also address 

aie problem that the design modelling tool will never realiy know where the 

designer is going with the design [ColtongO]. Although the design modelling tool 

rnay restnct the designer to design a produd using a finite set of geometric 

primitives as design obiects, those objeds can be cornbined in an infinite 

number of ways. The way aie design modelling tool applies its manufacturing 

constraints will need to take that into account. 

A consequence of applying manufactunng constraints in the design 

rnodelling process will be an increase in the feedback time between design tool 

and designer as the tool examines the designers decisions. Solid modelling 

software programs are mathematically precise graphics programs which rely on 

extensive mathematical calculations to proâuce the data structures and images 

of their models. The more calculaüons the longer the program will take to 

produœ its desired results. Basic geometric modelling takes time even on a 

powerful cornputer. Manufacturability analysis must be inC0~0rated into the 

design modelling tool in such a way that ït does not add significantly to the time it 

takes the tool to respond to a design decision by the designer. If the designer 

has to wat  an unacceptable amount of time before seeing the results of their 



design decisions they will be iess inclined to use the tool. Simpiy put, the 

mechanism by which manufaaurability constraints are integrated into the design 

modelling tool must at least give the impression that the designer is getting quick 

and valuable rnanufactu rability evaluations of their design decisions. 

A further interest in and perhaps bygroduct of using lntelligent CAD 

Systems is that of educaüng designers about these manufacturing constraints. 

The use of lntelligent CAD Systems has thus the potential of not only improving 

the quality of a design h m  the manufaduring standpoint, it can also improve the 

quality of the designers. Educated designers are better designers. As designers 

leam about manufacturing constraints from interacting with intelligent design 

toois, they will begin to design wiai those constraints in mind (I for no other 

reason than to avoid the giving the tool the opportunity to wam them of the error 

of their ways). Eventually, the üme taken to produce new manufacturable 

designs should decrease when compared against the use of non-intelligent 

design tools since the designers will tend to violate fewer manufacturing 

constraints in thek design decisions as they leam more about those constraints. 

A third benefit of using Intelligent CAD Systems is a by-product of the 

second benefit. Educated designers would then be able to better communicate 

their needs for new features and manufacturing approaches to manufaduring 

personnel since they will have leamed some of the latter's Ianguage. These 

educaüonal by-products of using lntelligent CAD Systems are consistent with the 

need of Concurrent Engineering to be characterized by high quality interpersonal 

communication between affected parties in the design-to-manufacturing process 

[Bedworth91]. 

1.2 Objective 



The incorporation of manufacturing constraints into design modelling 

software twls thus appears to have great potential to improve the efficiency and 

smoathnes of the design-to-manufactufïng procass. This research conœms 

itselfwith idenmng a novel way of doing so such that: 

1. the result of üie designer and design-tool interaction is: 

1.1 a guamnteed manufacturabfe design ( m i n  the scope of the 

extent of the manufacturability evaluations). 

1.2 an design output format that is the beginning of a process plan 

to manufacture the part. 

2. the designer and the software tool work together concurrently as a 

team, rather than as two departmentalited unk using the traditional long 

iteratiw loops. ie: the tool gives the designer immediate feedback about 

their current design decision, rather than waiting until the design is done 

before infoming the user that their design cannot be made. 

3. the designer can leam about manufacturing constraints from the tool as 

they design and so become a better designer. 

This research developes a mechanism for ensuring manufacturability for 

each feature in a part. and also handles the case where threats to the 

manufacturability of past features may be caused by di ts  to some other past 

feature in the part. This research developes a philosophy to justify that 

rnechanism. This research further developes a mechanism for ensuring separate 

manufacturabiiii of clusters of manufacturable features. 

The unique aspect of this research is the assignment of manufacturability 

responsibility to the manufacturing feature itself, rather than to some extemal 

knowledge base however modularired. 



1.3 Ongin of this work 

This work grew out of the research into Intelligent Manuafaduring 

Systems at the University of Calgary. ManufaaurÏng had begun to be seen as an 

information proœssing actÎvity as well as a material proœssing one [Nofrie8Q]. 

This research concept was conceked by the author Ri early 1991 after initial 

forays into the worid of object-oriented Cornputer-Automateci Process Planning 

(CAPP). The author rewgnized that the CAPP systems in the literahire rarely 

addresseâ the issue of design rnanufacturability. The undocumented assumption 

in the literahire was that the input to the CAPP system was a design that was 

guaranteed manufacturable. 

The solution proposed in this research to addressing the enforcing of a 

manufachirable design in the design stage ako addressed the foundational 

steps in developing a process plan. The research proposal was first formally 

presented in concept form in spring of 1991 at a presentation of MSc. and Phd. 

thesis progress presentations for the Intelligent Manufacturing Group at the 

University of Calgary Department of Mechanical Engineering. 

The completion of this research has been intemipted several times, most 

reœntly due to the author Cnding gainful ernployrnent in the multimedia software 

industry for the past 3 years. The author recognkes that the world has moved on 

since this research was conceived and the proofof-concept cornputer program 

was wrïtten. The most current paradigm being applied in maufacturing research 

is that of intelligent agents [Belgrave96, ICMAS95. Gilbert96, KwokgZb, 

Wooldridge951. This research applies the object-oriented programming paradigm 

with hard coded distributed intelligence at the object level. This approach is 

foundational to this research. The intelligent agent paradigm builds on this 
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approach with the additional Rexibility of object autonomy, blackboard 

architectures for information s haring and acquistion . and more intelligent 

reasoning capabilïties. The remodelling of this research into an interaction of 

intelligent agents would not affect the outcorne of the research. 

1 A Scope of thk Thesb 

The Design for Manufacturability wnœms addressed in this research are 

those of prismatic parts requiring manufaduring processes which are 

characterized by material removal (e.g. machining processes). 

Manufacturability concems as defined in this research are limited to local 

feature manufadurabifity concerns. Fiiuring issues and tolerance measuring 

issues are not addressed. 

The proofofconcept Intelligent CAD system developed for this research 

outputs an object-oriented data mode1 of a design which the user constructs 

interactively. This data mode1 is the beginning of a proœss plan, having explicitly 

specified such process-planning essentials as feature creation order and feature 

access corridors as a natural consequenœ of the use of Intelligent Independent 

Featu res. 

1 .S Outline of this Thesis 

Chapter 2 discusses the design-to-rnanufacturing process and the survey 

of literahire. The most related literature is discussed in detail and cornparisons 

are made against this research. The unique contributions of this research-are 

identified. 



Chapter 3 discusses the object-orienteci paradigm and the concept of 

distributecl artifidal intelligence for use as modelling tools for manufacturing 

research. 

Chapter 4 intduces and discusses the concept of the feature from a 

manufacturing modelling perspective. The feature is presented as the natural 

way of modelling shape and related manufachiring information for the portions of 

a part that exist as a consequence of material removal ftom a stockpiece. 

Chapter 5 developes the concepts of the lntelligent Feature, and the 

lntelligent lndependent Feature as a logical modelling extension of the 

rnanufacturing feature. 

Chapter 6 discusses the proofsfconœpt implementation of Intelligent 

lndependent Features in a manufaduring feature-based design system. The 

concepts of Feature Clustering and lndependent Feature Clusters are developed 

and presented as an implementation extension of the concept of the lntelligent 

lndependent Feature. 

Chapter 7 evaluates the success of the proof-of-conœpt systern through a 

series of example sœnarios illustrating the behaviour of the lntelligent 

lndependent Features in action. 

Chapter 8 discusses the results of this research and makes 

recornmendations for future research. 



2.1 Introduction 

Design as defined by MacCallum [MacCallum89] is "a pmcess of building 

models of hypothetical objecfs in order to access the feasibility of the rialriation 

of that object meefhg stafed requiiemenfs". In this IigM manufaduring would 

then be the proœss of creating a real object using the model of the hypothetical 

object as a template. 

In the beginning. according to Cross [Cross89], design and manufaauring 

were an integrated, even concurrent activity. Craftsmen would design as they 

manufadured and manufacture as they designed. The potter would make bath 

design and manufadunng decisions on-aie-fly [Jeremiahl8:4]. Wiai the increase 

in what was technically possible came the need to spend more time in detailing 

(and documenting) the specifics of a design. Design became separate from 

manufadunng as complete artefact definition began to precede manufacture. 

This separation has continued until design and rnanufacturing have become 

separate islands of activities with their own languages and customs. 

Communication between the two domains about the artefact now takes place via 

translators (models and drawings). As the tools of design and of manufacture 

have becorne more advanoed and efficient within their respective domains, the 



separation of design adMties ffom those of manufachring has becorne the 

efficiency battleneck in the design-tonianufacturing proces. 

2.1.1 Traditional View of the Design-to-Manuhcturing Pmceur 

The traditional view of the design-tbnianufacturing proœss is sequencial 

and iteraüve in nature (Figure 2.1. below). Zeimke and Spann refer to it as 

"consecubive engineering' [Ziemke91]. Each department tended to act in 

isolation from the others and could be even ignorant of what the other 

departments did. Pfieffer [Pfieffer91], the CE0 of Hughes Aircraft of Canada 

Ltd., said in his address to the Manufachiring PI conference, "1 have personally 

known engineers fhat have never set foot in manufactu&g. And these are the 

people who wem doing the designing". 

Designers designed a part and then gave it to process planning who 

planned out how to make t They in tum gave it to manufachiring to machine it. 

ManufacturÏng gave the finished part(s) to assembly who put it al1 together. If 

there were problems at any point the part was iterated badc until it arriveci at the 

deparbirent which could fix it. 

As can be inferred from Figure 2.1 below, decisions made in the initial 

stages of the design-to-manufacturing process would have repercussions in al1 of 

the stages that followed. Wise decisions made in the initial stages thus had the 

potential to make things easier for the stages that followed, unwise ones had the 

potential to make things next to impossible [Colton90, ME91, Ranky90J. The 

classic cases are designs that cwld not be manufactured [Puttreg21 or 

manufachired components that could not be assembled (Peck741. - 



DESIGN H 
PROCESS PLAN L 

Figure 2.1: SimplWd fonn of the traditional view of the design-@- 

What was needed was a way to ensure that that the input needs of 

downstream activities would be considered in the earliest stages of the concept 

and design stages. 

2.1.2 Concurrent Engineering ( CE ) 

Concurrent Engineering (also calleci Sirnuitaneous Engineering) is the 

name given to the pradice of inwrporating various lifecycle values of a product 

into the early stages of its design [Ishii89]. From Figure 2.2 below, these life- 

cycle values include: marketing. fundon, assembly, manufacturing, inspection, 

seviceability, packaging, and sales [McNeil89, Bedworth91]. CE is the synthesis 

of a compromise between a product's design, analysis, development, testing, 



processing, reliabiiii, and manufaduring fundions [AE88], arising h m  the 

tradeofb between their many and often mnflicthg constraints [Semno90]. 

The goal in CE is to address in the design stage al1 of the conœms which 

anse in downstream stages as a consequenœ of decisions made in the design 

stage, in other words: "design Ibr everything'' [Fauvel92]. The emphasis is that 

these issues are addressed M o r e  the design is finallized. 

Concurrent Engineering is a holistic approach to product development in 

which the We-cycle values of a product are to be maxîmked and the life-cycle 

costs are to be minbnized. No longer is local optimization in the product 

development process the goal but rather global optimization even at the expense 

of local efficiencies [CavallaroQI]. 

Figure 2.2: Concurrent Engineering: the addressing of downstmam 

concerns in the design stage (adapted from [BedworthSI]) 



The implementation of Concurrent Engineering can take rnany fomis. 

Bedworth. Henderson, and Woffe [Bedworth91], and Nevins and Whitney 

[Nevinslg], both discuss definitions and implementabon issues of Concurrent 

Engineering. 

2.2 Design for Manufacturability ( DFM ) 

The aspect of Concurrent Engineering of particular relevanœ ta this 

research is that of Design for Manufacturability @FM). DFM is the pradice of 

designing a product for ease of manufacture and economy of manufacture. At ik 

simplest level, it ensures a manufacturable produa. At its most cornplex level, it 

attempts to integrate product design and process planning into a concurrent 

activity. It covers both general guidelines of good design practice, and 

rnanufacturing process constraints on the design and useage of specific 

manufacturing features like holes [Bedworth91, Billatos88, Boothroyd89. 

GuptaW, Peck741. 

Good design practiœ guidelines for a component part include: 

1. design the part to be machined on one machine only. 

2. design the part with gripping features so that it can be grÏpped in 

a vise or a chuck. 

3. minimize the areas to be machined. 

4. specify the widest tolerances and roughest surface finishes 

which will still allow operaüng surfaces to meet performance 

specifications. 

5. use standard manufacturing features where possible. 
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Manufacturing process constmints on the design and useage of specific 

manufacturing features indude: 

1. holes are not to be drilied too near a part boundary. 

2. you cannot drill haff of a hole. 

3. large holes cannot be drilfed through thin material. 

4. al1 milled pockets and blind slots are to have round intemal corners. 

5. milleci dots should not be deeper than 3 times the cutter width. 

The invoivement of manufacturing input in the design stage fosters 

proactive rather than reactive attitudes to rnanufacturability problems and 

oppominities [GarrettgO, Noaker91 1. 

2.3 CAPP: Cornputer Aided Process Planning 

Process planning has been defined by Chang and Wysk [Chang851 as 

"the act of pmpanng detailed operation instnrctions to Iransfonn an engineering 

design to a final pan'. The detail of the proœss plan will depend primarily upon 

the production environment In a small machine shop, the machniist may make 

al1 of the process planning decisions, choosing to drill this hole first and miIl that 

surface next, and then inspect the finished product wiai gauges to ensure 1 falls 

within specifiec tolerances. In a wmplex proâuction envimnment. less is lefi to 

chance and the plan is formal and very detailed. A detailed plan would include 

rnost or al1 of the following [Alting89, Chang901: 

1. interpretation of the part design description 



- what material needs to be removed from the stockpiece to leave the fi na1 

shape? In what form can it be removed (Le. holes, slots, pockets, steps, 

etc.)? 

2. rekction of machining opentions appropriate to each of the 

volumes to be removed 

(drilling, reaming, honing, milling, grinding, etc.) 

3. seledon of cutting tools for each of these operations 

(e-g. drilling holel: twist drill 0.5 inch diameter HSS) 

4. detemiining seaip requimments for the machining opentions 

- which fixtures and clamping devices are needed? Which need to be 

made? Which daturn surfaces on the part will exist or need to be created? 

5. selection of machine took 

- which lathes, milling machines, CNC machining centers are to be used? 

6. sequencing the machining operations 

- which operations will be done on which machines with which tools for 

which hole, dot, pocket, etc, in which order? 

7. setedon of inspection devices 

- which inspection tmls w*li be used to ensure that each hok, slot, pocket, 

etc., is manufactured to within specified tolerances and surface finishes? 

8. detonnine cutting parametsm 

- speeds of cutters and grinding wheels, rates of feed, depths of cut, 

cutting fluid types, flow rates, flow directions. 

9. tool path planning and generriaon of NC prognms 

- programming the tool seledions, paths, and cutang parameten for use 

on cornputer-controlled machining centers, and verification of the 

wrrectness of those paths. 



The first documenteci suggestion of using cornputers to assist in this 

collection of actiVities has been atbibuteâ to Niebel [NiebelôS] by Along and 

Chang [AMng89]. Since then considerable research on attempting to automate 

the process planning task has k e n  done. Alting and Chang referenced and 

compared 156 Computerdided Pro- Planning (CAPP) systems in their 7989 

survey [Alting8Q]. They admitlad that the efcectiveness of the CAPP systems 

developed to that date was still far from satisfactory. The shift in the 1990's ffom 

seeing process planning as an isolated step in an iterative sequence, to the idea 

of Concurrent Product and Process Design suggests to this author that the prize 

of CAPP is still open to al1 corners. If CAPP could not be successfully 

implemented as an isolated step, it will be more difîîcult to solve as a highly 

interactive activity. 

CAPP tends to be implemented in one of two ways. The first way is called 

Variant Process Planning as the process plan for a new part is created as a 

variation of the proœss plan of an existing part The second is called Generative 

Process Planning as ideally it generates a proœss plan without any human 

intervention. 

2.3.1 Variant Pfocess Planning 

Variant Process Planning is essentially an editüng process applied to a 

data base of existing detailed process plans for previous parts. A new part is 

compared in tems of machining requirements to those catalogued parts and the 

process plan for the best match is retrieved and editted. The cornpanson 

proœss uses Group Technology (Of) classification and coding shemes that 



identifies the new part as belonging to a famiîy of similarly shaped parts 

[Chang85, Chang90, Han891. The significance of similarity is that sirnilady 

shaped parts will tend to require the same or some of the same machining 

operations. For exarnple. plans for one cyiindrical part can be used as a basis for 

the process plan of another cylindrical part 

Variant Proœss Planning is cornputer-aided process planning, not 

computerautomatd proceu planning. 

2.3.2 Generative Procesr, Planning 

Generative Process Planning generates a process plan automatically 

without human intervention. Generaüve Process Planning is the CAPP dream. A 

Generative Process Planning system is constructed based upon human process 

planning knowiedge captured as heuristics to be applied along with machine 

and tool algorithms and geometric and toleranœ inputs to mimic the approach 

that a human process planner would use. Generatiie Process Planning is 

conputer-automated (rather than "aideci") process planning and as such is 

understood to be an immense and difficult task (AIting89,. Chang90, Han89, 

Lawler90, 1. 

2.4 DFM in CADICAPP Literature 

A survey of published literature on the subject of Computerdided Ptocess 

Planning will reveal that the subject of manufacturability evsluation of the design 

receives little attention. 



and manufaeturability 

Figure 2.3: Organiration of CADICAPP literature with respect to 

manuhcturability evaluations. 

Figure 2.3 above, groups the literature first by manufacturing feature- 

modeling approach and then by the presenœ or absence of manufacturability 

evaluations. 

Most CAPP systems in the literature do not address the issue of design 

manufacturability. They assume a manufacturable design as their input and go 

on to generate a process plan. With interest in Concurrent Engineering giving 

birth to more focussed research to its subset, Concurrent Design, 

manufacturability concerns have begun to be addressed in CAD and CAPP 

research. The ultimate goal of Concurtent Design is to simultaneously develop a 

process plan for the design as the designer designs. The literature on CAPP 



research inffuenoed by the goab of Concurrent Design shows both post-design 

manufactuability evaluations and concurrent manufacturability evaluations. 

Many CAPP system that rely on feature-extractrctron to identify 

manufacturÏng features will tend to fall into this category. Feature ~ x t r a i o n  is 

the pmcess of identifying shapes of rnanufacturing signifkance frorn the output 

of a generic solid modeller. A solid rnodeller imposes no cunstraints on the 

designer to design with manufaduring concerns in mind. Thus there is no 

assurance of design manufacturability when the designer is finished designing. 

Examples of Feature-extraction based CAPP systems that do not address 

the issue of manufacturability are: 

1. Lee, Lim, and Nee's IKOOPP [LeeSI]. 

2. Tomincasa and Zornpi's systern Fomincasa91]. 

3. Muthsarn and Mayer's EXPLAN [MuthsamgO]. 

4. the Attributed Adjaœncy Graph @AG)-based approach of Joshi, Vissa, 

and Chang [Joshi88]. 

5. the NC rnilling cutter path generator of Matsuda and Kniiura 

[Matsuda9 1 1. 

6. the PC-CAPP system of Pande and Walvekar [Pande891 for prismatic 

parts which relies on human intervention for some feature recognition 

aspects. 
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Other CAPP or CADlCAPPlCAM integrated systems that use some forrn 

of feature-based design or feaairebased part rnodel, and do not address design 

manufactuability include: 

1. Gai and Yuen's system [Gai95]. 

2. the approach of Pengdong, Ainishet, Uiaoying and Xichang 

[Pengdong95]. 

3. the approach of Marefat, Malhotra, and Kashyap [Marefat93]. 

4. the prototype CAPP system of Gindy [Gindy89]. 

5. the Feature-based Description Design Lang uage (FDDL) appiication by 

Gu, EIMaraghy, and Hamid [Gu89]. 

6. the X-MAPP system developed by Inui, Shuuiki, Kimura, and Sata 

[lnui86]. 

7. the DAPP project discussed by Brown and McLean [Brown86]. 

8. the XCUT system of Hummel and Brooks [Hummel86]. 

9. the expert system of Subbaro for rotational parts [Subbaro88]. 

10. the Quick TurnAround Cell (QTC) of Chang and associates [Chang9O1 

Kanurnury91 1. 

Systems which acknowledge the probiem of rnanufacturability evaiuations 

but do not address hem include: a 

1. the Machinist process planning expert system by Hayes (Hayes881, 

where she raises the point of rnanufacturability conœms not only for local 

feature issues but also when deciding upon clamping surfaces and setup 

configurations. 

2.4.2 Post-Design Manukctwabitity Evaluation 
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Some integrated CADICAPPICAM systems do a rnanufacturability check 

after the design is cornpiete, either as part of the formal process planning stage 

or just before it These systems include: 

1. the TOLTEC system by Tsatsoulis and Kashyap ~satsoulis88] which 

has a component that 'predicts" design enors as a consequenœ of 

tesüng for enor producing situaüons in a design. 

2. the work by Nevrinceanu, Morellas, and Donath, [NevrinœanuSO] in 

which there are allusions to manufacturability tesüng limited to feature 

accessi bility. 

3. the PROPEL project by Tsang FsanggO], in which Tsang mentions the 

inclusion of manufacturing concems in the design stage as a logical 

extension of his work. 

4. the discussion of 'Ynie" commercial Generative Process Planning 

systems by Lawler [LawlerSO], in which he raises the need for both 

evaluation of technical manufacturability and economic manufacturability. 

5. the NC path generating system, GNC, developed by Genord, Welch. 

Houser, and Wyttenbach [Genord88]. Genord and colleagues recognked 

the la& of postdesign pre-proœss planning manufacturability analysis as 

a problem in their system. 

6. the Mappïng and Application knowledge-based shell designed by Shah 

[Shah88]. 

7. the CADICAPP system developed by Wang, Waldron, and Miller 

[WanggO], which limits manufacturability testing to tolerance and surface 

finish conflict identification. 

8. the IMACS Cornputer-Aided Manufacturability Analysis system 

developed at the University of Maryland [Gupta94]. 



2.4.3 Concurnnt Design and Illknuhcairability Evaluation 

Merature that discusses concurrent design and rnanufaaurability include: 

1. the intelligent CADlCAPP system developed by Ascar, Case, 

Bennaton, and Hart [Ascarû61. 

2. the First-Cut system developed by Cutkosky, Tennenbaum, and Muller 

[Cutkosky88, Cutkosky89]. 

3. the Next-Cut system developed by Khambhampati and Cutkosky 

[KhambhampatisO]. 

4. the CAPP PhD thesis of Han [Han89]. 

5. the integrated CDSGlKBPPIMOSAlC-PM desig n-tonach ining system 

developed by Wright [Wright95]. 

Literature that discuss design systerns where manufacturability 

evaluations can be done at the designer's discretion (and thus are capable of 

being concurrent to each design decision) include: 

1. the Casper design aid developed by Luby, Dixon, and Simmons 

[Luby86] for the design and evaluation of cast components. 

Manufacturability analysis is not automatic, but is instigated by the 

designer at any time dunng the design proces, and is thus 'concurrent' 

only if used so by the designer. 

2. the feature-based CAD work of Shah, Hsaio, and Robinson [ShahQO] 

that attaches ewnomic costs to design decisions. As with the Casper 

system of Luby et al [Luby86], the Shah et al system does not 

automatically evaluate a part's manufacturability, but only when requested 

to do so by the designer. The manufacturability issues addressed here 



refer to compatability with good practiœ niles rather Vian testing for 

physicai manufacturability. 

2.5 Related Work 

The conted of this research is concurrent design for manufactuability. The 

research efforts of Ascar et al, [Ascarûe], Cutkosky et al (First-Cut), [Cutkosky88, 

Cutkosky891, Khambhampati and Cutkosky (Next-Cut), [KharnbhampatiSO], Han, 

[Han89], Shah, Hsaio, and Robinson [Shahgo], and Wright, wright95J. are the 

closest to the current work in the issues they address and in the ways in which 

they address thern. Figure 2.4 below, shows a Venn diagram approximation of 

the scope of this research versus the sapes of the related work. The universe in 

the Venn diagram is that of Concurrent Engineering. 

The principal differences between this research and each of the related 

works involve one or more of the followhg points: 

1. the assignment of manufachirability responsibility to the feature rather 

than to external modules. 

2. the development of a mechanism to ensure that manufacturabiiii of 

existing featu res is enforceci when ed itang or removing previously 

manufacturable features. 

3. the developrnent of s philosophy ta justify that mechanism. 

4. the development of a rnechanism to identify clusters of manufacturable 

features where the clusten are manufacturable independent of one 

another. 



Figure 2.4: Venn diagram of the scope of this research venus thore 

of the related work. 

2.5.1 The Engineering CAD System: Ascar et a1 

Ascar, Case, Bennaton, and Hart [Ascar861 describe their efforts to create 

. an engineering interface to a solid modeller which forces the designer to design 

with manufaduring constraints in mind. They never mention the wotd "features". 

A part is modifieci by machining processes which the designer applies to the part 

Thus design is not by the removal of manufacturing features in the broad sense 

of geometric s hapes with manufactu ring sig nificance (example: holes, slots. 

pockets), 1 L by the removal of specific material by some specific process. For 

example, a designer would not only use a drilling "feature to remove a hole, they 

would also use a reaming "feature" to increase its surface finish. Thus the 



"manufacturing features" alluded to in the Ascar research are really specific 

manufaduring process features. 

The system is said to reste  the designer from designing physically 

impossible parts via imbedded rules. There were no detaiis given. The system 

also had a further constraint of forcing the designer to make manufacturing-legal 

moves with the process features such as creating holes before reaming them or 

boring them. No Rnplementation detaik were given. 

2.5.1 .lt Differences between Ascar et al and this Research 

This research developes a mechanism for ensun'ng rnanufacturability for 

each feature in a part, and developes a philosophy to justify that mechanism. It 

also developes a mechanism for ensuring separate manufacturability of clusten 

of manufacturable features- 

The unique aspect of this research is the assignment of rnanufacturability 

responsibility to the manufacturing feature itself, rather than to some extemal 

knowledge base however modulamad. 

2.5.2 Fiirt-Cut Concurrent Product and Process Design 

Cutkosky, Tennenbaum. and Muller [Cutkosky88] and Cutkosky, Brown. 

and Tenenbaum [Cutkosky89], along with at least four others, have developed 

the Concurrent Product and Process Design system "First-Cut". They believe 

that the most effective way to assure Design for Manufacturability is to develop 

proœss plans in conjunction with the actual design of the part (i.e. Concurrent 

Design and Process Planning). Part modelling takes place by designing with a 
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fom of manufacturing features. In b 1988 incarnation, First-Cut allowed only 

design by removal of volumes h m  the pah The authors gave this form of 

feature removal the name: Destructive Solid Geometry or DSG, the name being 

a variation on the name Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG), a modeling 

approach used in some 3D solid modelling CAD systems. 

First-Cut does manufacturability evaluations and begins a preliminary 

process plan feature by feature as the designer designs. In both the 1988 and 

1989 articles on First-Cut. while there were discussions on manufaaurability 

evaluations of new features added to the part, there did not appear to be any 

discussions on any mechanisms for ensuring manufacturability of old features 

should the designer edit a given feature. 

2.5.2.1 Differences between First-Cut and this Researcti 

This research developes a mechanism for ensuring manufadurability for 

each feature in a part, which also handles the case where threats to the 

rnanufadurability of past features may be caused by edits to some other past 

feature in the part This case is not addressed in the literature on the First-Cut 

work. This research also developes a philosophy to jus* that mechanism. This 

research further developes a mechanism for ensunng separate manufacturability 

of clusters of manufacturable featu res. 

The unique aspect of this research is the assignment of manufacturability 

responsibility to the manufacturing feature itself, rather than to some extemal 

knowledge base however modularized. 
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2.5.3 N e e u t :  Rewriting Abstract Manufactunbility Rules into Geometric 

Consûaints 

The Next-Cut system developed by Khambhampati and Cutkosky 

[KhambhampatiQO], appears to be a variation on the First-Cut theme 

[Cutkoslcy88. Cutkosky89]. The main emphasis is the replacement of the 

abstract knowledge-based niles of the Process Planner PROPEL Fsang901 

which were used in First-Cut. with niles rewriffen in ternis of geometric 

constraints. These geometric constraints used geometric-based variables which 

were much easier to manipulate in geometric reasoning situations than were the 

standard english abstract niles of PROPEL. 

2.5.3.1 Differences between Next-Cut and this Research 

The same points apply as for the cornparison with the First-Cut system. 

2.5.4 The CADICAPP Sysbm of Han 

Han's PhD thesis [Han891 discusses the development of a conceptual 

design for an automated design to process planning system. His proof-of- 

concept system is manufaduring feature based, objectsriented in its 

organization, and uses a œntralized expert system for its manufacturability 

evaluations. It does manufacturability evaluations feature by feature. Features 

are seen as volumes to be removed by some machining proœss. A part is 

modelled by removing features from an initial stockpiece. There is no 

accommodation for changing previously created features. There is no 
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mechanism for ensuring manufacturability for past features should one of them 

be editted or removed. 

2.5.4.1 ûiimnces ktwaen the Han Appmach and this Research 

The same points apply as for the comparison with the First-Cut system. 

2.5.5 Measumments of Manufacturability: Shah et al 

Shah. Hsaio, and Robinson [Shah901 developed a framework for 

measuring rnanufacturability of a design as the design progresses. The 

manufacturability evaluation is not automatic but rnust be selected at the 

designer's discretion at any desired point in the design process. The 

manufacturability issues addresseci here refer more to compatability with good 

practice rules rather than tesüng for physical feature manufacturability atthough 

the latter is given in a graphical example. Feature creation order is also set using 

the good pracüce manufacturability rules. 

For every "manufacturability" mle violation that is encountered, a cost 

penalty is assigned to the manufacture of the part The designer is infonned of 

the coût penalty and given the good practice rule recommendation as an 

aitemative. Proœss selection is similarly priced and penalties given. 

2.5.5.1 Difbmnces betwemn the Shah et al Systom and this Research 

The sarne points apply as for the comparison with the F irst-Cut system. 
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2.5.6 COSG - KBPP - MOSAIC-PM: Open Architecture Manufieturing 

The open architecture manufacturing model developed by Wright 

@îVrightQ5] includes a Constrained ûestnidive Solid Geometry design center 

(CDSG), a Knowiedge-Based Process Pbnner (KBPP), and an open- 

architecture machine tool known as MOSAIGPM. The CDSG design modeller 

uses Destructive Solid Geometry as defined by Cutkosky, Tennenbaum, and 

Muller [Cutkosky88] as ik design mechanism. Manufachirability is evaluated 

feature by feature as the designer designs. Manufadurability concems 

addressed in this system include feature accessibiiii to tooling. and evaluation 

of entry surface constraink for different processes for a given feature. There is 

no discussion on ensuring rnanufacturability of past features under a feature edl 

scenario. 

The entire system is m e n  in C. and uses œntralized knowledge bases 

for itç evaluations of manufacturability, process planning, etc. In his conclusions 

Wright recommends an Object-Oriented approach as being essential to Open 

Architecture Manufacturing. 

2.5.6.1 Diflbrences between Wright% system and this Research 

The same points apply as for the cornparison with the First-Cut system. 

2.6 Research Approath 

This research applied the Object-Oriented paradigm and the concept of 

Distributed Altificial Intelligence in approaching the problern of integrating Design 



for Manufaduring conœms into the Design pmœss. The essence of the 

research W the assignment of manufacturability responsibility to the 

manufacturing feature itseîf, rather than to extemal knowiedge bases. A 

philosophical background is developed for the approach, a specific mechanism 

of DFM knowledge encapsulation and application in a design environment is 

proposed and impkmenteâ in a proof-of-concept system. 

Geometic toleranœ issues, feduring, setups, and part-based concems for 

feature manufacture are not addressed in this research. 

2.6.1 Unique Contributions of this Research 

This research makes the following unique contributions to methodolog ies 

for applying Design for Manufacturability conœrns in Concurrent Design and 

Process Planning systems: 

1. The concept of Featum Independence 

Feafurie Independence is üte state of a manufactunng feature 

such that when called upon to be manufactuted the feature is 

manufacturable as-is in the cunent state of the part. 

2. The Intelligent Feaalre 

The Infelligent Fbafurie is a manufactuthg featunt which has the 

responsibiity to ensure its own manufacturability in the part 

undergoing a design pmcess. 

3. The concept of the Intelligent Independent Featwe 

An InteIligent Independent FWum is a manufacturing feature 

which is: 

3.7. independent 
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- rnanutbctuable independenf of al1 previovsly machined feafums. 

3.2. intellgent 

- possessing the tnanufacturing inteliigence necessary to ensure its 

independence at the time of its ccration in the part 

The following contributions are based on the Intelligent lndependent 

Featu re: 

4. F eature Cluster 

A Featum Cluster is a group of intelligent independent features 

which share a common access com'dor, 

5. Feature Cluster Independence 

Çmfum Clusfer Independence is the state of a feature cluster 

when its rnanufhcture as a group of intelligent independent features 

is independent of the manufacture of the intelligent independent 

features of al1 other feature clusters in the patt. 

6. Independent Feature Clusters 

An Independent Fèatum Cluster is a group of intelligent 

independent features w h e  manufactute is independent of that of 

al1 other gmups of intelligent independent features in a part. 

In this chapter. the design-tonanufacturing process is presented and 

discussed both from the traditional perspective and from the perspective of 

Concurrent Engineering. Design for Manufacturability (DFM) is presented as the 

often missing component of Cornputer-Aided Process Planning (CAP?) 

research. A cross-section of CADlCAPP literature is grouped based on if and 
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when manufacturability issues are addresseâ. Relateci Merature from this cross- 

section is discussed in detail and compared against üiis research. 

This research is introduced after the related work is discussed. The 

unique contributions of this research are then i d e M d  . These pertain to the 

concem of enforcing design for manufaduability in the early stages of the design 

of a part, as a critical component of computer4ded (automateci) process 

planning. 



AND 

DISTRIBUTED ARTiFIClAL INTELLIGENCE 

3.1 Object-Oriented Programming ( OOP ) 

On its simplest level, Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) is an approach 

to modelling a solution to a problem by: 

1. idenüfying the key playen in the problem solution 

2. assigning to each player: 

1. a set of variables which define its state 

2. a set of operations which define that player's behaviour (how its 

state can be changed by itseff and others) 

3. rnodelling the problem solution in tems of the interaction of these 

players as shown in Figure 3.1 below. 

In OOP terminology, the players are called objects. The operations which 

define the behaviour of a player are called methods. An activity is perfomed 

when an object sends itseif or another objed a message in the fom of the 

receiving abject's name and the name of the method to be invoked by that 

reœiving object. The activity perfoned is that of a change of state in the 

receiving object A solution is arrivecl at M e n  the interaction of objects is 

modelled as correct sequenœs of messages to the appropriate objects. 



Figure 3.1: A problem solution modefled as the interaction of objects 

An object does not stand by itself. Each object only exists as an example 

or instance of a ciass as shown in Figure 3.2 below. A dass is a group of like 

objects which have common behaviour. All the meaiods which define an object's 

behaviour are really the methods which define the behaviour of any instance of 

the class to which the object belongs. The class thus defines the representation 

and message protocol of its instances [LaLondego]. The class itset is also an 

object and thus can have, as an object, its own state and behaviour. This class 

state is common to al1 instances of the class. 

An object-oriented solution to a pmbblm models the components of the 

real world 1:l. Each relevant component of the real worid is modelled as an 

object The OOP object is then programmed to behave like its real world 
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wunterpart The interaction of these objects, through an appropriate sequence 

of message passing between them, yields the solution. 

Figure 3.2: Objects as instances of a class 

In order for OOP to work, an OOP language (OOPL), must support the 

following properües: abstraction, encapsulation, polymorphism. and inheritance 

[Pinson&8]. 

3.1.1 Data Abstraction 

Data abstraction is the concise representation of a complicated idea or 

entity [Au96, Pinson881. The function of a data abstraction is to be understood 



without an understanding of its implementation details. A steen'ng wheel in an 

automobile is a good example. Any driver understands its purpose and function 

but few understand the details of the mechanisms and motions which enable it to 

steer the vehicle. The value of dealing with data abstractions instead of their 

implementation details is that one can work with higheFievel, more user-fiiendly 

phenomenon-modelling components. Thus one can model a phenomenon 

through the interaction of relevant collecüons of data and procedures rather than 

through the interaction of individual pieces of data and individual procedures (as 

one does wiai procedural programming). 

In OOP, data abstraction exists in the concept of an object An object is a 

finite representation of some phenomenon. An object has a state which can be 

accessed and modified only through its methods. 

3.1.2 Encapsulation 

Encapsulation is the process of tuming a data abstraction into a software 

modelling u n l  It is the grouping together into a software modelling unit called an 

"obje&, the state of some entity and the set of operations that can act upon that 

entity's sWe (Au96, LalondegO]. An object thus encapsulates the implementation 

details of a data abstraction. Extending this paradigm to the uttemost, even the 

implementation details of an object can be abstracted and further encapsulated 

into other objeds. The steering wheel example above can thus be abstracted 

and encapsulated into al1 of the components that comprise an automotive 

steering system. The driver need only send the messages: tumClockwse or 

tumCounterClockwise to the steering wheel. The steering wheel itself will pass 
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the consequences of those messages down the line and the wheek of the car 

will turn. 

3.1 .3 Polymorphisrn and Information HMing 

Encapsulation, by grouping the sfate and operations of an object into a 

single d iscrete package facilitates information hiding [Au96]. The prÏnciple of 

information hiding is that al1 of the state infomation and the operations on an 

objed should be private to that object unless they are specifically declared public 

(accessaMe by al1 objects) [Meyer88]. Information hiding in OOP is the 

separation of function from implementation in an objed This enforces the 

objecfs position as a data abstracbcbon. Only those messages which the object 

wants other objects to be able to send to it are made public. The rest are 

reserved for use by the object alone. For the steering wheel example, the 

messages tumClocMse and tumCounterClockwise are public. A message like 

homPressed may be used only by the steering wheel to tell itself to respond to 

the driver pressing the horn. 

Infomation hiding in turn facilitates polymorphism. Polymorphisrn can be 

defined as 'The state of having or assurning many foms" [RandomPg]. It is the 

term used to describe the property in OOP in which the response to a message 

depends upon how the receMng object interprets it and not upon the message 

itself. This allovm the same message to be sent to completely different objects to 

elicit completely different, yet specifically desirable responses. 

The resuk of infomation hiding is that the code which defines an objeds 

behaviour can only be accessed through the object #self. Polymorphism means 



that the same message can be sent to different objects and each objed will 

respond with behaviour based on the type of object that it is. 

For example: 

a T m e  drawSelf. will cause the triangle aTriangle to draw itsetf on the 

screen as a triangle since it is an instance of dass TrÏangle. 

aRectangle drawSeK will cause the rectangle aRectangle to draw istself 

on the screen as a rectangle, not a triangle, sinœ it is an instance of class 

Rectangle. 

Even though a number of objects can be instances of the same cfass, the 

state of each object is unique and independent of the states of its sibling objeds. 

Thus sibling objeds mn respond differently to the same message, tao, in the 

sense that an object will respond based not only upon the kind of object that it is 

(ie: which class it is an instance of), but also upon its state. 

For example: 

IightBulbl and lightBulb2 are both instances of class LightBulb. The 

instance variable bumtûut will be used to define a LightBulb's state: If bumtOut 

is false for IightBulbl and bue for lightBulb2, sending the message tumon to 

both bulbs will cause IightBulbI to shine and ligMBulb2 to remain dark. 

3.1.4 ln heritance 

lnheritance is the ability to inherit aspects of data abstraction frorn another 

data abstraction. A data abstraction can be developed as a subclass of a more 

general data abstraction. The subclass would differ from the parent in the sense 

that it would have addiüonal data structure elements andlor methods to 

distinguish it from the parent. This subclassing cari be several layers deep. 
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The subciass would inhent (have accass to) the data structure and 

methods that characterized its parent class. This enables the construction of a 

wmplicated final data abstracüon without a massive concentration of state 

variables and methods in a single class. Instead, these state variables and 

methods can be distnbuted to the parentlgrandparentcetc. classes. 

3.2 Basic OOPL Componenb 

The teams, the players, the rules, the game. 

The teams are the Classes, which define of the state and behaviour of al1 

respective instances. The players are the Objects. the instances of the Classes. 

The rules are the methods. the procedures that define the state of each object 

and the ways by which that state can be changed. The game is the sum total of 

al1 the message passing between the objeds involved in the simulation. 

3.2.1 Class 

As can be seen from Figure 3.2 above, the dass defines the pattern of al1 

the instances which belong to it. The class has its own state described by its 

class variables. Class variables are shared information amongst al1 the classls 

instances. A dass variable, once defined or redefined, aiters the state of al1 the 

classs's instances (abjects) en masse. 

A classs's behaviour is defined by dass methods of which there are two 

basic types: instance creation methods and dass variable methods. Instance 

creation methods enable the class to create an instance of itseIf and encapsulate 
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necessary data structures. Class variable meaiods enable the class to change or 

retum the value of one of its class variables. As previously stated, because class 

variables are shared information amongst al1 the instances of the class, the 

states of al1 instances can be globalîy affect&. 

3.2.2 Object 

These are the active agents of simulation. They inherit their data or state 

structure (set of instance variables) and their behaviour options (set of methods) 

from their class (and superclasses). An object's specific behaviour is a 

consequenœ of the specific values of its instanœ variables (ie: the state of the 

object). A chi@ will behave like a child yet no two children will be alike. Objects 

behave Iikewise (except that copies with varyhg degrees of uniqueness can also 

be created). 

An object cannot create itself. It is created as the resuk of the dass giving 

it birth. Once bom, it behaves like a rnember of the class but with the uniqueness 

resuiting from the values of its instance variables. 

An object's behaviour is defined by instance methods which it has access 

to through its class. The resuk of encapsulation is that the code which defines an 

objectRs behaviour can only be accegsed (during run time) through the object 

itself. 

The behaviour options of an object (or class) are govemed by its 

methods. A method is a procedure which the object can execute. A method is 



invoked when an objed is sent a message which is the name of the method. 

Each object courtesy of its class and superdasses has a library of methods 

which it can execute. These methods are hidden h m  the other classes. The 

polymorphic nature of OOP enables different classes to have methods called by 

the same message name. Thus sending the same message to abjects from 

different dasses invokes different methods. As a result the objects respond 

differently to the same message. They respond in ways which are characteristic 

to the class to which they belong. 

Each instance method is capable of doing one or more of the following: 

1. they c m  alter the 0bjeCt's state 

2. they can report the object's state to other objeds with whom they are in 

communication 

3. they can tell another object with whom they are in communication to 

alter its state. 

3.2.4 Messages 

Messages are what make an objedsriented solution work. Simply 

defining classes and methods only models the acting agents in a solution. 

Message passing between objects is the throwing of the switch. Nothing 

happens in an OOP solution untii one object sends a message to another. In 

fact, as stated eariier, an object-oriented solution is amved at when the 

interaction of objects is modelled as a correct sequence of messages to the 

appropriate abjects [Pinson88]. 

3.3 Artificial Intelligence ( Al ) 



Pehaps the chief pmblem with a data abstraction is that it is abstrad and 

as such is more easiiy recogn~ed than defined. Intelligence is also an 

abstraction. There is no agreement as to its exact definition [Fischekrûfl. 

For the purposes of this investigation the term intelligence will refer to the 

abilïty to: 

1. acquire knowledge 

2. reason wiai knowledge 

3. use this knowledge to solve problems. [Badiru92]. 

Artifical intelligence is thus the ability of a machine to solve problerns by 

reasoning with knowledge. Artificial intelligence finds practical expression in 

corn puter applications involving : nile-based p rogramming , knowledge-based 

systems, and expert systems. 

3.3.1 Rule-Based Programming 

Procedural programming has been the traditional approach to solving 

problems on computer. It is essentially number cninching. the sequencial 

proœssing of numerical data to arrive at a solution using algorithms which are 

numerkally based. Examples of languages us& for procedural programming 

include: FORTRAN. BASIC, PASCAL, and C. 

Rule-bas4 ptograrnrning is information crunching. It attempts to amve at 

a solution by processing data through a network of rules which govem the 

consequences of the use of that data in specific situations. Rule-based 

progamming is essentially a variant of proœdural programming's I F-THEN- 

ELSE block structures for decision making. Examples of languages used for nile- 

based programming include: LEP and PROLOG. 



Procedural pmgramming is task-centered programrning and uses IF- 

THEN-ELSE blocks for the occasions when it needs to make decisions. Rule- 

based programming is decisioncenteml ptcgramming and will pass on 

responsibili for numencally intensive tasks to a procedural routine. 

A knowfedge-based system is a computer program which is able to make 

decisions and suggest solutions to pmblems which lie within its domain of 

application. Its knowledge is in the form of niles which it processes based on the 

data given it by the user. It processes these niles with its inference engine, a set 

of procedures which links the rules together and chooses which rule to test next. 

A knowledge-based system consists of [Mara'n88]: 

1. a knowledge base 

(the set of niles describing the behaviour of its domain of expertise). 

2. a database 

(the set of information operated on by the niles) 

3. control mechanisms for choosing which rules to use 

(the inference engine) 

3.3.3 Expert Systems 

StrÏctly speaking, an expert system is a knowledge-based system which 

can explain its decisions and the rationale for its questions [Bratko86]. In other 

words, it must behave like a human expert in being able to dialog with the user. 

An expert system supports a "how?" function (how did the expert system arrive 
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a this solution?) and a "why?" function (why does the system want to know the 

answer to this question?). The how and why funcüons are not necessarily 

operating in systems which cal1 thernsehms expert systems. 

The loose definition of an expert system is a knowieâge-based system 

which contains the programmed decision-making expertise of one or more 

experts in some domain. Examples of s u d l  expert systems include: MYClN 

(a medical diagnostic system) and XCON (DECs cornputer hardware 

configuration system), [Badini92]. 

3.4 Distributed Aiaficial Intelligence (DAI ) 

In very large knowledge-based systems, a single knowledge-base can 

become a liability since the entire knowiedge-base must be searched for 

applicable rules. Knowledge maintainanœ also becomes a problem for the same 

reason. The logical solution is of course to group related niles together, to 

distribute the knowledge to sub domains of the primary domain. This is the tried 

and true approach of breaking a large problem down into a set of srnaller more 

manageable ones. 

3.4.1 OOP and DAI 

One of the tenets of object-oriented programming is that the responsibiiity 

for an object's behaviour rests with that object. Thus OOP can be called 

distributed responsibility programming. A phenornenon is modelled on the basis 

of who has responsibility for which behaviour. Distributed behaviour implies 

distributed intelligence in the sense that behind ordered behaviour there is some 



kind of intelligence or rules. Thus extending OOP into rule-based programming 

moves it into the field of artifidal intelligence, specifically distributed araficial 

intelligence- 

Object-otienteâ programming and dimbuted artifcial intelligence are thus 

natural partnen. OOP by definiaon breaks a pmblem down into its adive players 

and DAI distributes its knowledge to those active playen. Thus DAI is a natural 

extension of the OOP paradigm. 

3.5 Modelling Manufictun'ng Objects and Intelligence in OOP 

The manufacturing world with its discrete entities (tools, machines. parts, 

features, etc.) and the growing vision of manufacturing as an information 

processing actMty [BarcusQl . lnui86, Nome891 rather than a material processing 

activity, make 1 an obvious candidate for objecLoriented modelling. This is in fact 

what has happened. The ICOOMS conference in Calgary in 1992 featured 59 

papers on object-oriented approaches applied to manufacturing systems and 

system issues [ICOOMS92]. Hamon's admittedîy limited survey of 

manufacturing and engineering companies currently using object-oriented 

technologies listed 23 companies [Harmon94]. 

3.5.1 Manufacturing as an Appropriate Domain for OOP 

Object-oriented programming is the natural way of modelling the world of 

manufaduring [MarünezSO]. The OOP paradigm of a 1:l modelling of real world 

components into programming components finds a natural application in 

manufacturing. What is the drilling of a hole other than the interaction of a drill 



bit, a drilling machine, a stockpiece, and a hole (to idenafy a few objeds)? If we 

can observe the phenomenon and wish to mode1 it, why not model it as we 

observe it, as the interadion of a drill bit, a drilling machine, a stockpiece, and a 

hole? 

Manufacturing also has multiple occurrences of the same discrete enüties 

(machines, tools, parts), and families of similar enüties. The classobject and 

inheritance aspects of OOP as well as polyrnorphism find an appropriate 

playground in modelling the manufactuing domain. 

3.5.2 Modelling Manufacturing Objects in W P  

Manufacturing deals with discrete entities interacting with each other to 

produœ a part. A manufacturing environment can be modelled as a number of 

instances of classes of milling machines, lathes, cutting tools, stockpieces, and 

products. Even the holes in a part c m  be modelled as discrete entities, 

instances of a dass of holes. The 1:1 mapping of real worîd entities into 

modelling entities can be applied to practically any aspect of manufacturing. If 

some entity exists in the real world, and its presenœ and behaviour needs to be 

modelled, then a dass can be buitt in OOP to model it. 

The obvious objects like milling machines and drill bits have behaviours 

which are modellable. It will be argued in subsequent chapters that even the 

holes they produce have a behaviour which is rnodellable. If an object can be 

modelled and its behaviour can be modelled, Vien Ïts state and the 

consequences of its behaviour can be reasoned with. This allows the 

manufacturing activity both to be simulated and to make its own decisions apart 

from direct human involvement. In other words: Intelligent Manufacturing. 



3.5.3 ModeIlhg Manufacturïng Intelligence in OOP 

Object-orÏented programming assigns the behaviour of an object to that 

objed. The behaviaur is rnodelld as a set of methods (procedures) which the 

objed executes upon receiving a message in the form of the methad's name. 

Intelligence can be mbdelled simply as a set of rules encoded into one or more 

methods. The rules woufd take the form: IF this THEN that 

More complicated intelligence modelling schemes exkt for the OOP 

paradigm like the nile-based object [Kwok92a] and intelligent agent object 

[Belgrave96, ICMAS95. Gilbert96, KwokOPb, Wooidridge95]. The former 

incorporates true rule-based programming capability into the object itself. The 

latter builds on the rule-bas& object by incorporathg other more intelligent 

reasoning capabilities and adds object autonomy through parallel processing 

opportunities. 

The approach used in this research is the simple IF this THEN that, as 

SmalItalk80 versions of the nile-based object and intelligent agent object were 

not available in robust form at the time this project was undertaken. 

3.6 The Development Environment: SMALLTALK80 

The OOPL used in this research was Smalftalk80 [Goldberg8Q] version 

2.5 by Parcplace Systems Inc. Srnalltalk is seen as the most fully objectariented 

of the available OOPCs. It has been widely used in objectoflented 

manufachiring research [ICOOMS92]. This project was implemented completely 

in Srnalltalk80. The main body of work was done in Smaltalk80 ninning under 



UNiX on a SUN workstation. Final revisions were d o n  on a PC using a port to 

the PC version of Smalttalk80 version 2.5 running under DOS. 

There were a total of 18100 lines of d e  written for the creation of 14 

new classes and extensions to exÏsting Smalltalk base classes. 

The objeGtoriented programming (OOP) approach is to mode1 the 

componenk of the real world l:l. Each component of the real world is thus 

modelleâ as an object. An object is a mernber of a class. The object's behaviour 

is inherited as a set of methods from its class. An object-oriented solution to a 

problem is modelled in tems of the objects involved and the interactions 

between them which must take place. 

Artifid intelligence is the ability of a machine to solve problems by 

reasoning with knowîedge. Distributeci aroficial intelligence (DAI) is the 

distribution of that intelligence down to the (modelling) objects which achially use 

it. DAI was shown to be a natural extension of the OOP paradigrn. 

Manufacturing was shown to be an appropriate domain for the application 

of the OOP paradigm as a modelling scherne. 

The projed was iniüally implemented completely in the OOPL Smalltalk80 

ninning under UNlX on a SUN workstaüon. Its cuvent incarnation runs under 

DOS on a PC. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE ORlGlN OF FEATURES 

4.1 Michelangelo and the Angel 

Michelangelors view of sculpture was the process of "libemting an existing 

fom imprisoned in the marble" [Puttre92]. When liberating his angel, he, in a 

sense, simply removed everything that didnY look like an angel. 

Philosophicafly. anyone who creates a finished object by removal of 

material from a stockpiece consciously or unconsciously thinks in terms of 

removal of material by Yeaturesr'. "Features". in this setting, are those portions of 

a stockpiece which when removed, leave the finished product shape behind. 

In MichelangeIo's case. features were the given portions of the stone 

block which did not look like an angel. He transfomed the block into an angel by 

using one or more tools to remove each feature. His choice of tools was 

detemined by the shape of the surface which he desired to remain behind after 

the tool had removed the offending piece of stone. At this point he was thinking 

in terms of a "design featurer', a shape whose fom was significant pfincipally in 

ternis of what its absence left behind (ie: how to make the shape was of less 

importance than the presenœ of the shape in the finished object). 

Once he applied the t d  to the stone face, however. his focus shifted 

from what he wanted to end up with, to what he wanted to remove. He wanted to 

remove a specific chip, part if not al1 of which had a definite desired shape, He 

chose a specfic tool for the job because experienœ had taught him that that tool 



will remove that speafic chip, leaving behind the surfacefcavity of the desired 

shape. MichelangeIo was now thinking in terrns of a "manufacturing feature", a 

shape whose fom implied a specific method of material extraction and whose 

absence from the part produced the desired cavity. 

According to Vckers and Swanson Mckers881. "Features" is a general 

purpose catch-al1 expression that gets in the way of clear communication. In 

design and manufaduring circles it c m  refer to everything from 'Yom features" 

to "attribute" to just plain %hg". Even when used to refer to geometric shapes 

on a part. its exact definition has been less than precise [ChangQO, Dbcon89. 

RollerûS]. 

In its most generic (application independent) sense a feature can be 

defined as: 

"a classification of object charactetistfis which have signficance in some 

domain" [Hummel89]. 

Since the fours of this research is the application of design for 

rnanufacturability principles during solid modelling, the domain of the expression 

Yeatures" will be restricted to those georneûic shapes useable in solid modelling. 

As a shape modelling entity. a feature is most conectly called a 'Yom 

feature" to distinguish it Rom the more general "thing" definitions. Fom feature 

definitions include: 



1. "any geometnc fwm or enw unique& defined by ifs boundar$es, or any 

u n i w y  defined geomeaic ettribute of a parf. Bat is meaningful to any 

/$&cycle actn/@it [Dixon88]. 

2. "higher order abslrad geometnc fomrs or enfites mat are used A 

reasoning about the geomeby of designed obj8cts during vafious design 

and manufacturing acfivifies" [Dixon89]. 

3. "volumes enveloped by enôylexit and depth boundanesgl [Gindy89]. 

4. 'Yhose volumes rernoved by some machining operation'' [PrattW quoted 

in Dkon89]. 

5. "an ama of inferest on the sufice of a part, or a set of facesg@ [Miner85 

quoted in Dkon89]. 

6. "a set of information related fo a part's descn'ption" [Shah88]. 

7. "the abstract eiement that can associate a fùncoonal meaning fo 

geomeuic and topoiogical information wWn a product definition" 

[DeMartino91]. 

8. "a geomebrç absfraction; that is, a collection of georneûy and topdogy 

which has some commoniy recognited name, shape, ancütor funcüon" 

Wckers88l. 

9. "a geometnc fom or entity 

- whose prisence or dimensions are required to perfonn at Ieast 

one CIM function (such as graphies, analysis, pmcess planning, 

and manufacturebility evaluation). 

- whose availablity as a primitive pemits the design pmcess to 

occut' [Luby86]. 
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1 0. "atomic geomefn'c entioes WB boundahs and technimi consbaints 

which cannot be d i w y  manufactumû I they am hrfher d8composed' 

[Gu89]. 

1 1. "a unîty of severel geomefn'c fom inîbnnation wiU, cettain engineeting 

meanin# [Ligang95]. 

1 2. "a higher level clustering of dimensional, matenal-mIated, and shape 

information whkh contains specific design firnctionality and couM be 

converted into a fixed set of manufacturing instnrctions" Wang901. 

The problern with features as shape modelling entities is that shape 

significance is in the eye of the beholder, or more specifically. the end user 

[HummelBQ, Roller89, Ovtcharovagl . Dixon88, Shah88. DeMartino91, 

Ligang951. A part modelled in features which have significance to a designer 

may need to be remodelled in t ens  of features which have significance to a 

manufacturer. It does not end there. Assembly people have their own version of 

what shapes canstihite features as do inspecti*on people. Thus a part may need 

to be modelled up to four times (or more) to keep everyone happy. 

The focus of this research will restrict the terni "featwes" to the design 

and manufacturing domains only. 

The manufacturing Ibrature, when it gets more specific with its definitions 

andlor discussions, appean to refer to two classes of features: design features 

and manufacturing features. Although the terms "features" and 'Tom features" 

are used interchangably in these documents. careful reading can reveal that the 

authors are refemng to one or the other of these two classes. 

4.2.1 Design Features 
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Design features are those fom features which have their primary 

signifimnce in the eyes of designers. Design features may be as simple as solid 

modeller 3D geometric primitives which the designer adds to or subtracts from a 

3D collage using union or difference operators respectkely. Aitemately, they may 

be cornplex combinations of these shapes, constnicted to mode1 a functional 

shape which has significanœ ni some domain of application. 

Formal definitions of design features indude: 

"a specific geometnc confgumfion h e d  on the surtàce, edge, or corner 

of a workpiece, intended €0 modify outward appearance or €0 assist in 

achieving a given fùncfion" [Roller89]. 

Design features do not necessarily have a 1:l conespondence to 

manufacturing, assembly, inspection or other "features". Their geometry must be 

interpreted or translated into suitable features of other applications. 

It is also important to emphasize that design features do not necessarily 

imply manufacturable shapes. What can be designed cannot always be 

manufactured. 

4.2.2 Manufacturing Featuies 

Manufactu ring features are those form features which have their primary 

significance to manufaduren. They are those shapes manufadurers associate 

with manufactunng processes like machining. Manufacturing features, like 

features in general, are context dependent. A part to be cast will be viewed in 

ternis of casting features (like bosses and webs). If it is to be machined it will be 
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viewed in ternis of machining katures (like slots and pockets). The same shape 

will evoke a difierent response by the manufacturer depending upon which dass 

of proœsses is being used. This nsearch will restnct itsetf to features created by 

machining processes. 

A designer thinks in ternis of shapes which can perfom certain functions. 

A manufacturer consâained to machining processes thinks in ternis of shapes to 

remove from a stockpieœ to leave the shapes the designer designed. A designer 

may design an island in a pocket. The manufacturer sees not the island but the 

sea of material around it which must be rernoved to leave the island. 

Definitions of manufaduring features include: 

1. "moccumCng geornetk and technological patterns for which the pmcess 

engineer has aquired years of manufacturhg expenence" [H umrnel861. 

2. "atomic geomeaic enfities wifh boundanes and technical constraints 

which cannot be directiy manufactured if fhey are &Mer decomposed' 

[Gu89]. 

3. "those volumes mmoved by some machining ~perafion'~ [Pratt84 quoted 

in Dbcon89]. 

Manufacturing features in the context of this research are defined as: 

"those volumes temoved by some machining opetaiion" [Pratt84 quoted in 

Dixon891. 

4.3 Featums: a Rationale 



It is wideîy recognized that there is a need for a common communication 

medium between designers. analysts. manufachrrers, and other product 

development people. I n h a t i o n  needs to be packageable and transportable 

between these agents of productjon in such a way that the intents and concems 

of each are neither lost nor unaddressed. Specificaliy, the designer's intent for 

the shapes introduced to the design must not be compromised by the 

manufactunng methods used to create them. Manufactunng. on the other hand, 

needs to be able to reason about the topological geometry of the design so that 

they can plan out how to manufacture the part. The problem is how can the 

design be represented so that issues like these are inherently addressed? 

The nature of manufactunng to deal with tangible physical reality in both 

design and manufacture begs for an information packaging which has a tangible 

physical counterpart Features are seen by many researchew as the natural and 

thus most appropriate packaging of design information for manufaduring 

purposes [DeMartinoSl, Dixon89, Gindy89. Gu89, Hummel89. Sanii90, 

Vicken88]. 

A discussion panel at the IFlP TC 5MIG 5.2 Workshop on Intelligent CAD 

at Boston. Mass. 1987, identified features as an important issue and component 

in design modelling [MacCallum89]. Features were seen as the key players in 

design manipulations. 

Dixon. one of the forernost proponents of features, argues that features 

are an essential component of any intelligent design system [Dixon89]. 

4.4 Solid Modelling 



According to Mantyla [Mantyia 881, Solid Modelling is a branch of 

geornetric modelling that requires its modelling approaches to create "complete" 

reprasentaüons of solid physical objects, such that those npresentations can be 

successfully intenogated algonthmically with geometric questions. In short, the 

representations and the modelling mechanisms must be mathematically robust 

and able to enforce the creation of geometric objects that are for la& of a better 

descriptor, "solid". 

Solid Modelling is currenüy being used to model parts for design shape 

description and evaluation of integral properties and manufacturability. There are 

th ree basic ap proaches for solid modelling : 

f . decomposition modeb 

2. constructive solid geometry 

3. bounda y reprcwentation 

Commercial solid modellers are usually hybfid systems that often 

incorporate al1 three approaches in order to take advantage of the strengths of 

each. 

The reader is encouraged to consult Mantyla [Mantyia88] for a more 

thomugh treatrnent of the subject of Solid Modelling. 

4.4.4 ûecomposition Models 

Decomposition modelling schemes model a physical solid as a set of tiny 

cubes or some other "dl" shapes that collectively ocuipy the volume of that 

physical solid. The basic idea is that the volume of the solid is decomposed into 

cells of known shape and volume. 
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Decomposition models are most useful in calculaüng integral properties of 

a solid such as its volume. M e r  modelling schemes often convert to a 

decornposition model for this express purpose. 

4-40? Constructhe Solid Geometry (CSG) 

This approach also models a physical solid by creating t ftom a collection 

of pronitive shape objects. The set of operations that can be applied to those 

primit'ies is much more diverse than the simple gluing available for 

decomposition models. Operations such as Union and DHerence can be used 

not only to add and remove shape primitives from some object model, but they 

can also be used ta create new shape primitives out of combinations of existing 

ones. In constructive solid geometry an object is represented intemally as CSG 

tree, a binary tree of solid geometnc primitives and the operators that act upon 

them. Graphical representaüon of the resuits of a CSG operation requires a 

conversion of the CSG tree to a boundary representation scheme. 

The strengths of the constructive solid geometry model are its 

conciseness and its ease of use through an interactive modelling tool. (It is much 

easier to manipulate familiar shapes via union and difference operators than it is 

to identii which cells a solid occupies in a decomposition model, or to create the 

point, line and surface data required for a Brep). 

The main weakness of CSG is the lack of a amvenient and fast graphical 

representation mechanism for the graphical display of the solid model. 

Conversion to other representations is often used to speed up this process. 

4.4.3 Bounda y Representation (Brep) 



This approach models a solid objed by modelling its bounding surfaces. 

To that end it requires the identification of the vertices. edges, and faces that 

comprise those bounding surfaces. 

Boundary Representations are most usehl for a visual image of the 

modelled solid since their data structures inherently store the kind of information 

required by graphical displays. - 

The weaknesses of Brep models hclude the amount and complexty of 

data that is needed to be stored to model the bounding surfaces mathematically. 

The other major weakness is the difficulty in describing the data structures 

directly. Commercial boundary representation modelling tools tend to use 

interfaces that allow the designer to use CSG-like primitives and operations. 

4.5 Features in Prattice 

Features can be used from the beginning of the design process or can be 

identified after-the-fa& Historically the latter came first. Solid modellen output 

mathematical descriptions of parts which were then interpreted to give graphical 

images and mathematical modek of part properües (Autodesk891. Features. as a 

means of capturing designer intent. were an afterthought. More recent thinking 

has been to integrate features into the design process. Feeture-based design is 

the school of thought which attempts to capture the designer's intent through 

constraining the designer to design with features. 

4.6 Featutes: the Goal 



In engineering design, the goal of modeHing is to eventually do something 

with the model other than simply look at it A model by itsetf is nothing more than 

a pretty picture. It is the interpretation of that model from one or more 

engineering perspectives that unleashes the model's power as a representational 

medium. From the perspective of rnanufacturing, a model must be interpretable 

in terms of geometric shapes (eg: cylindrical holes) which can be made by 

manufadurhg processes (eg : d filling). A process planner or machinist looks for 

these "rnanufacturing features" in order to renodel the part into a sequence of 

rnanufacturing instructions to be followed by people or programmable machines. 

If a part is to be manufactured, it must eventually be modelled in terms of 

manufachiring features [MuthsarnSOJ. This modelling occurs one of two ways: 

either manufacturing features are extractecl from some other representational 

medium, or the part is designed with manufacturing features. 

4.7 Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction is the process of identifying manufacturing features in 

some modelling representation of a part to be rnanufactured. It is also called 

feature recognition. 

As discussed above, present solid modeliers output their modelling 

descriptions in one of three basic foms: 

1. a CSG tree of geometric primitives and boolean operators 

eg: AutoSolid [Autodesk89]. 

2. a boundary representation listing of vertices, lines, edges. and 

surfaces. 

eg: ROMULUS [Romulus82]. 



3. a decomposition madel approximaüng the solid as a collection of 

cells- 

None of these as-is is of much use to a manufacturer. Each description 

must be further interpretted to have any manufacturing significance. 

In addition, solid modellen are characterized by an incomplete p r d u d  

definition [Dixon88, Gu89, Roller89, Shah881, As pure geometnc modelkrs, they 

can only define nominal product geometry. They have no representational 

capacïty to store basic rnanuf&Wring information like tolerances and surface 

finishes, matenal specifications, and heat treatrnents. The designer's intentions 

and conœms for different form features also cannot be recorded by solid 

modellers- 

Feature extraction is the process of exarnining solid modeller output for 

patterns relevant to the modelling description which are known to have 

manufaduring significance. Feature extraction relies upon the abilities of pattern 

recognition algorithms and heuristics to identify al1 manufacturing features 

present in a purely geometric model. Its goal is to remodel the part in temis of 

those manufacturnig features. Feature extraction does not address the problern 

of incomplete product definition for those manufacturing features. 

A number of approaches to the problem of feature extraction ftom 

boundary iepresentations have been documented includ ing : syntactic pattern 

recognition, logic approaches, and graph-based approaches. 

4.7.1 Syntactic Pattern Recognition 

Syntactic pattern recognition [Fu821 arose from research into machine 

vision. Vision is defïned as "the information-pmcessing task of undentandhg a 
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scene h m  its pmjectecf image@ jChang901. It requires that the geometric 

primitives (lines, and arcs) in the part mode1 be re-representeâ (Ïe: remodelled) in 

ternis of 2D pattern primitives. These pattem primitives have both shape and 

"direction" [Li86]. The semantic pattem for each feature to be recognized is 

constructed of these pattem primitives in such a way tha the pattern product 

also has conbinuity in shape and "directionn. These pattem primitives are further 

represented by semantic codes (usually ASCII charaden: AIB,CIDl etc.): The 

final fonn of a part model is a long string of these codes. 

The translation of the geornetric madel into a semantic pattem geometric 

primitive by geornetric primitive must follow a strict order so that continuity in 

primitive diredion is maintained. In view of mis. semantic pattem recognition is 

most suitable for 2D models (eg: simple tumed parts) [Chang90]. 

4.7.2 Logic Approach 

This approach defines manufaduring feature shapes as a list of logic 

rules each of which defines either a face or a relationship between faces. Other 

rules define each of the relationship types. The Brep model of the part is then 

translated into a set of shape classifying statements, based on Brep primitives 

(faces, edges, vertices) which the niles can interrogate. Features are identifieci 

by interrogating the logic rnodel of the part with each rule defining a feature. 

Predicate logic. like the kind used by the language Prolog, is the method of logic 

rule construction and execution. Henderson's work [Henderson84] is a prime 

example. 

4.7.3 Graph-Based Approach 



This approach begins by translating Brep output into a set of faces, 

identifying which faces border each other. and defining those bordering 

relationships as either convex or concave. This information is then plotted 

graphically with the faces as nodes and arcs between the nodes as identifier5 of 

adjacent faces. The arcs are numbered as either 1 or O to identify the 

relationship between joined faces as either convex or concave. This graph is 

known as an "Attributed Adjacency Gmph (AAG)" [Joshi88]. Standard 

manufacturing features like steps, slots and pockets are modelled as AAG's. The 

part model in AAG form is then inteiibgated by rules which seek to match feature 

AAG patterns with patterns appearing in the part AAG. Details on AAG feature 

extraction and search curtailing techniques can be found in [Jashi881 and 

[LaakkoSI]. 

4.7.4 Summary 

Automated feature extraction of manufacturing features from Boundary 

Representation CAD output is a very creative pro-. Sinœ the cornputer is 

blind and the part is modelled geometrically in tenns of lines, arcs, and 

polyhedral surfaces, a mathematical translater is required to transfomi the 

mathematical madel into a higher kvel feature model. As can be seen from the 

above, this requires translation of Brep output into intermediate modelling 

descriptions which can then be interrogated by rule-based systems. Both the part 

and the features searched for rnust be described in terms of these intermediate 

descriptions. The results of interrogation of these intermediate systems is a set 

of manufacturing features, a third modelling description. 

Thus the proœss of feature extraction involves 3 modelling descriptions: 



1. the original Brep model 

(which is translated via pattern grammar niles into ...) 

2- the intermediate (syntadic/logidgraphlothet) rnodel 

(which is translateâ via pattern matching rules into ...) 

3. the manufacturing feature-based model. 

As is well appreciated in the worid of linguisnics, something is always lost 

in a translation. Feature extraction involves at least two translation processes. 

Feature extraction c m  oniy extract what is there. It cannot extract 

information like tolerances and surface finishes which were never placed in the 

solid model to begin with. Thus feature extraction c m  oniy extract shapes, 

manufadurable shapes. but shapes devoid of essential manutacturing 

information. For feature extraction to be complete in the information it extracts 

from a solid model, the manufaduring infomation it needs must be attached 

somehow to the rnodelling scheme it is interrogating. The logical "somehod' 

would be to attach the manufaduring infomation to the entities that it conœms: 

the features. 

Rather than interpret a geornetric model affer-the-fact for regions of some 

application significanœ (features). this approach attempts to model the part from 

the beginning in ternis of those regions of some application significance 

(features). This is done by restricüng the designer to design with pre-defined 

shapes which have understood significanœ in the taget application conte* 

Usually this translates into the designer designing with "design features", - pre- 

defined shapes whose presence in a part has some kind of functional 



significance in the eyes of the designer. The rssuit of feahire-based design is a 

design modelled in ternis of high level modelling descriptors. Each of these 

conveys the designer's intent for that region of the part. and gives a more 

tangible description of the part's topology than does a collection of surfaces, 

edges. Iines, and vertices. 

Feature-based design is believed to be an improvement on feature 

extraction for the following reasons ([Chang 90. C hen95. Dixon881): 

1. enables capturing of the designer's intent 

2. simplifies the specification of the parYs geometry 

(part becornes a collection of features, rather than a collection of surfaces. 

edges, lines. and vertices). 

3. provides a concise description of the part's characteristics. 

4. better enables automated reasoning about part geometry to address 

downstream application conœms in the design stage (ie: supports 

concurent engineering paradigm). 

5. does not suffer from the dificulaes in exbactirtg features 

unambiguously. 

6. easier to di t  the features of a featurdiased design than that of a 

system using feature extraction. 

Providing the designer with design features which have design function 

significance to the designer and also some kind of manufacturing significance to 

downstream rnanufacturers is seen a better way to mode1 parts than using a 

pure geometiic modeller [Dixon88]. It more completely captures the ideas the 

designer had in modelling the design and it provides a modelling description 

which is more easily translateable into manufacturing features. Even more so Ï t  
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allows the attaching of essential manutactu ring information like tolerances, 

surfa- finishes. heat treatrnents. etc. without which part description is 

incomplete for manufacturing. 

The most cornmon approach documented in literature on feature-based 

design, uses design with "design features". Since downstream rnanufacturing 

applications, like CAPP, madel parts in terms of manufacturing features. design 

with "manufacturing features" will ako be addressed. 

4.8.1 ûesign by Design Featuiea 

A design feature was previously defined as "a specifk geometnc 

configumtion formed on the surface, edge, or corner of a workpiece, intended to 

modify outward appearance or to assist in achieving a given fvncüon" [Roller89]. 

The emphasis is that the addition or subtraction of this geometric shape from a 

part is intended to reshape the part so that the affected region can perform some 

design function (eg: providing a path for a slider; receiving a mathg projection 

from another part; facilitate rotary motion of the part body about keff). Design 

features by definition capture the designer's fundional intent for mat portion of 

the part. W isely chosenldesig ned design featu res should be geometric shapes 

which are easily translateable into shapes of manufacturing signifmnce 

(rnanufactu ring features) [Dixon88]. 

A part designed with design features is still not in a fom useable by 

process planners and manufacturers. Each design feature must be translated 

into one or more manufachiring features. As discussed in several places above, 

this means feature extraction. In the wont case sœnario, when the design 

features do not map conveniently to manufacturing features. feature extraction 
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will be applied to some kind of Brep output with al1 of its accompanying 

translation problems. 

Manufachiring features were previously defined as "bhose volumes 

mmoved by some machining operabon" [Pratt84 quoted in DixonBQ]. Design by 

manufacturing features attempts to design a part ftom the outset in ternis of 

shapes which are known ta be manufadurable. The resutt is a part modelled 

completely in ternis of manufacturing features. 

The primary drawback of designing with manufacturing features is that 1 

constrains designers to design with more restrictive primitives. The positive side 

of that drawback is that Î t  can educate designers about the constraints faced by 

their manufachiring colleagues. This educaüon of designers is seen as key to 

improving part design [NoakerSI , Pf~efferSl] and production eficiency [Dauch93, 

PfiefferSl]. Some auaiors feel that the introduction of such took wduld actually 

be welcomed by designers for their educational virtues [Cutkosky89, 1s hii901. 

One author credits Chrysler's financial tumaround in the last decade in part to 

the improwment of product design as a result of educating designers and 

engineers about manWuring process constraints [Dauch93]. 

Design by manufachiring features has been documented in literature on 

concurrent product and process design like the work by Cutkosky et al 

[Cutkosky88]. 

4.9 FeatureBased Design udng ûesîructive Solid Geometry ( DSG ) 



A Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) Modeller can be used to model a 

part by using union operators to add together design volume primitives. It can 

also rnodel a part by removing design volume primitives using difference 

operators. This second ability resembles the pmcess of material removal by 

machining. In 1988, M.R. Cutkosky et al. wined the term Destruaive Solid 

Geometry or OSG to describe the use of a CSG modeller to model the creation 

of a part by removing design volume primitives [Cutkosky88]. DSG has been 

seen as a way to mode1 the creation of a part by mimicing the process of 

material removal which would be used to create the part in a machining 

environment. A number of researchers have used thQ approach to designing a 

part both for manufactuability evaluations and as input to automated proces 

planning systerns [ChanggO, Cutkosky88. Han89. Hayes88. Kramerû8, 

Wrig ht9q. 

Given that the scope of this research is the manufacture of phmatic parts 

by material removal processes, the DSG madelling approach facilitates a 

number of oportunities: 

1. the DSG approach can mimic the manufacturing processes used to 

create the part. This encourages the use of manufacturing features as 

design primitives 

2. feature-based manufachirability evaluations are possible on a feature- 

by-feature basis as the designer designs 

3. the proœss of the design of the part can conœptually be used to 

simulaneously build a proœss plan for the part. 

This research uses the destructive solid geometry approach to modelling 

a part for the above reasons. 



4.10 Summary 

The concept of 'Yeatures" is introduced to represent local geometric 

shapes of interest in a solid model. In the designlmanufacturing worid, features 

are su bdivided into hno classes: "design features" and "manufadu ring features". 

Design features are those geometric shapes which have primary significanœ to 

designers. The addition or subtradion of these shapes from a part is intended to 

reshape the part so that the affecteci region can perfonn some design function. 

Manufaduring features are those shapes which have primary significanœ to 

manufacturers. They are those shapes manufadurers associate with 

manufacturing processes like machinirtg. 

Features are presented as the most natural data pacùage for the capture 

and communication of the designer's intent. For the design to be manufactured, 

however, it must ultimately be modelled in ternis of manufacturing features. 

Destructive Solid Geometry is presented as an appropriate paradigm for 

modelling the use of manufacturing features in a part by the way it mimics the 

actnrity of part creation by removal of manufaduring features. 



CHAPTER 5 

INTELLIGENT INDEPENDENT FEATURES 

5.1 Manufrcturing Features in Feature-Based Design 

Wai the understanding that the ultEmate goal of engineering design is to 

manufacture the design, the design must eventually be modelled in tems of 

manufacturing features [Muthsam90], either by an automated system or inside 

the process planner/machinistts head. F eature-Based Design systems which 

design wïth "design featu res" require an interpreterhnslator (feature extractor) 

to translate design features andfor their interactions into a combination of one or 

more manufacturing features. This is the development of one high level abstract 

representation (the design modelled in t e n s  of manufacturing features) from 

another (the design modelled in ternis of design features). Although this is an 

improvement over developing the high level abstract representation from a more 

mathematically detailed low level representation (the design modelled only as a 

boundary representaüon or Brep). it still involves much complex geometric 

reasoning. The translation of design features into manufacturing features may be 

less complicated than the translation of Brep data into manufacturing features, 

but the problem of interpretation of the geometry does not go away. 

Where there is a 1:1 or near 1:l mapping of design features to 

manufacturing features (eg: cylindrkal holes). the feature translation process is 

elementary [Hummel89]. Where there is not a 1 : 1 mapping, feature translation 

falls back to the wont case sœnario of pure feature extraction from Brep. One is 



forced to extract featuh of manufaduring significanœ from a Brep of a design 

feature, or porüon(s) the- which may not fit any recognizable manufachiring 

pattern. This is geometric reasoning at its worst trying b recognke the 

What is needed is a more reliable way to convert design ideas into 

manufacZuring features. One solution direction woufd be a Feature-Based Design 

system which either: 

1. designs with manufacturing features directly 

- designer would be restricteû to design wÏth rnanufacturing 

features only. 

2. designs with manufacturing features indirecüy 

- designer would be restricted to design with design features which 

have historically proven manufactu ring sig nificame. 

The first approach is the one used in this research. It is the simpier 

approach and should from an evolutionary perspective precede the second 

approach. A part designed with manufachiring features would be ready as-is as 

input for automated process planning and automated NC code generaüon 

s ystems. 

The second approach could be implemented by IimSng the choice of solid 

modelfer primitives to only those shapes which have proven manufacturing 

significanœ. This way, design features wouM be creatable only from primitives 

which are themselves manufacturing features. Thus a design feature would be 

represented by a combination of one or more manufacturing features [Roller89]. 

The advantage of this is that the designer woukl then design with design features 

each of which is already represented in ternis of one or more manufacturing 

features. Thus no translater would be required. This is a proactive rather than 



reactive approach. The design m u r e  is automatically expressable in tems of 

manufacturing features, because it is already represented in ternis of 

manufacturing features before the designer designs with it. 

The virtues of design with manufacturhg features indude: 

1. the part is modelled in tems of features which have direct 

rnanufacturing significanœ 

2. preliminary manufacturability evaluations c m  be done on a feature by 

feature basis, as the designer designs. without the time lads due to a 

feature translation process. This would also give the designer faster 

feedback versus the alternative of manufadurability analysis after the 

design was cornpleted. 

5.2 Design foi Manufacturing in Feature-Based Design 

A further constraint on Feature-Based Design is that it is to be viewed as 

a means to an end and not simply as an end in itseif. The design must not only 

be modelled eventually in ternis of manufacturing features. 1 must also be 

manufadurable, firstiy as a geometric enüty and then as a geometric ent i i  with 

tolerances and surfa- finishes. Furthemore it must be able to manufactured 

and sold for a profit. Thus a feature-based design modelling system must not 

only ensure physical manufacturability, but also economic manufacturability. 

Economic manufacturability is deemed by this author to be a research area 

worthy of its own projeds in view of the mulaplicity of variables, so is not 

addressed in any detail in this work. The sole economic manufacturability 

constraint that this research applies conceptually is the Design-for-Manufactun'ng 

(DFM) guideline that the design should be constnicted of easiiy manufacturable 



shapes. All things being equal, the lowest cost féature wins. This research will 

emphas~e the constraint of physical manthcturability and refer the reader to 

other works regarding economic rnanufacturability (see [Shah90]). 

Vicken and Swanson recognizeù that manufactu ring features offered a 

natural interface with which to address Design for Manufacturing (DFM) concems 

D/ickers88]. A part must be designed to be manufacturable or at the very least, it 

will be difficult andior costly to produce, and at the worst, impossible to produce. 

Design for manufacturing seeks through the application of DFM guidelines and 

specific manufacturing feature based rules regarding process constraints, to 

irnprove the manufacturability of a design. Modelling a part initially in terms of 

manufacturing features in the design stage would allow an automated system to 

determine the manufacturability of each feature as it was added to the design at 

the time it was added to the design. The problem is how to do this. The solution 

is the goal of this research. 

As ernphasized several times previowly, modelling to an engineer is 

never an end in itseîf. A model exists to be wed. Modelling a part in terms of 

manufacturing features using a manufacturing Feature-Based ûesign system is 

more than simply constraining the designer to design with a restricted set of 

shapes. These shapes have direct manufacturing significance and thus specific 

implications as to how they can fit into the design. In other words. designing with 

manufacturing features requires that the features be designed with "properiy", in 

the sense of k ing  contrained to only use legal moves [Ascar86, Cunningham88, 

KohlerSI]. A cylindrical hole is not only a cylindrical cavity, it has a manufacturing 

implication. It implies a removal of material and the leaving behind of a specific 

shape. This can be done only in a limited number of ways. Thus the feature must 



be added to the part during the design process in such a way that it is able to be 

manmctured in one or more of those limited number of ways. 

5.3 Physical Model of a Part 

FeatureBased Design systems can operate like CSG solid modelien with 

boolean operations A CSG modeller is by nature objectaientecl in that design 

occurs by instancing from classes of design primitives (holes, blocks, swept 

volumes, etc.). 

For example, a cylinder is a pre-defined object ni a solid modelling 

environment which a designer makes an instance of by selecüng it from a menu 

of prïmit i i .  The designer then sets the physical dimensions of the cyclinder, 

locates t in the part, and applies a boolean operator between the cylinder and 

the part to amve at the desired shape. 

As an object, the cylinder has: 

1. an implicit model: (a simple data structure which contains the 

variables from which an explicit model can be constnicted). The 

irnplict mode1 essentially consists of: 

1.1 data structure: 

- physical dimension variables: diameter, length 

- 3 translation variables: b, ty, tz 

- 3 rotation variables: rx, ry, rt 

1.2 procedures: 

- to prompt for variable values 

- to store the data structure (the location variables are 

usually stored in the fomi of a transformation rnatrix) 



- to communicate with the modelling tool and the 

cylinder's explicit model- 

2. an explict modd : (a wireframe or boundary representation of 

the cylindrical shape which is displayed on the cornputer screen). 

The explicit model essentially consists of: 

2.1 data stnicture 

- lists of points, lines, edges, surfaces 

2.2 proœdures to develop the explicit mode1 based on the 

parameters passed h m  the implicit model. 

The implicit and explid models of the cylinder are Iinked onfy while the 

cylinder remains separate from the part. Once a boolean operation is applied 

between the cylinder and aie part, the CAD system construds the boundary 

represention of the resultant part The cylinder remains in the part's implicit data 

structure as an implict cylinder model. Its explicit model has been absorbed by 

the explicit mode1 of the part. Explicitly, the cylinder is now "one with the part". It 

has no separate explid identity in the part. To remove the cylinder's presence 

from the part the designer must edit the implict part model. The irnplict model of 

the cylinder must be deleted from the implicit part model. The CAD system will 

then reconstruct the explicit part model from the implid models of its remaining 

component features and the boolean operations applied to them. 

The combination of the implict and explicit madels for a feature. together 

with the boolean operators and boundary evaluation proœdures of the solid 

modeller, allow the feature to be displayed correctly in a part from a physical 

perspective. 

5.4 Manufaduring Mdel  of a Part 



From a manufacturing perspective it is important to have a mode1 of a part 

which is not only correct from a phpical point of view fie: that what you see is 

the shape that the custorner ordered), but also from a manufacturing point of 

view (ie: that what you see is manufacturable as is, and to the toleranœs and 

surface finishes specified). 

A solid modeller can represent a manufacturing feature correctiy in a part 

fmm a physical point of view (ie: a hole looks like a hole). It does so by 

representing the feature with: 

1. idenüty (an implicit physical data structure) 

2. behaviour (display mode1 and display procedures). 

To represent that same feature in the part correctiy from a manufacturing 

standpoint the representation will need to address: 

f . manukcairing identity (an irnplicit manufacturing data structure) 

2. manukcturing behaviour (how the feature is actually made). 

Manufachiring identity wvers such issues as: 

1. type of manufacturing feature 

2. tolerances and surface finishes of feature surfaces 

3. a list of the feahires through which the feature is accessed by machine 

tools. 

Manufacturing behaviour within the scope of this research coven basic 

rnanufadurability needs of a given feature such as: 

1 . feature integrity 



(eg: ensunng that a slot is not used as a corner since the latter has 

more manufadurhg options) 

2. accessibility to tooling 

(if a tooi cannot accéss the entry face of a feature as designed then 

automated pro- planning and especialiy NC code generation 

become a nightrnare if not an impossibility). 

3. simple process constraints 

(eg : drills need flat entry surfaces). 

As was addressed in Chapter 3, behaviour implies intelligence in the form 

of niles if nothing else. Thus the issue of manufacturing behaviour raises the 

issue of manufacturabiity intelligence. 

5.5 Manufactunbility Intelligence 

Liierature addressing the subject of design for manufacturing does so by 

presenting general guidelines and occasionally providing examples of specific 

features in difFerent states of manufadurability [BillatosBB, Boltr74, Boothroyd89, 

Chang90, Mowchenko92. Peck731. General DFM guidelines are staternents 

sumrnarizing the lessons leamed about what constitutes good design pradice 

from years of experienœ manufacturing designs [Bedworth89]. They cover more 

global manufadurability issues like reducing the number of parts in a design, and 

encouraging the use of standardized components. General guidelines are 

difficult to program due to their qualitative and generallized scope. They only aim 

to steer designers down paths which are historicalty more manufaduring fiiendly 

[Billatos88]. They are less helpful in addressing specific problems with specific 

manufacturing features. 



Feature-specific manufacturability rules on the other hand have more 

programrning potential sinœ they tend to be quantifiablie. These niles include 

process constraint implications like the need of a round hole to have a flat entry 

surface to facilitate dding. It is these niles which will be applied in aiis research. 

For the scope of this research, Manufacturability Intelligence will be 

defined as: 

The set of tules which aftempf fo descnbe the manufacturability needs of 

a given manufacturhg tèature. 

5.6 The Intelligent Feature 

Nolen [Nolen89] observed that "successtùl genemme U,mcess planning] 

systems such as CMPP and General Eleclric Schenectady CAPP systern 

capitalrie on part families (simple or cornplex) wior an idenbitiable set of 

features br whicn mrnufhctun'ng ~ I e s  have been captu&.''. One 

implication is that the successfull automation of the design-to-manufacturing 

process in actual pradce appean to rely on the ulomate use of manufactunng 

features in the modelling process, and the application of known manufaduring 

rules for those features. This is a foundational assumption for this research. 

This research now introduœs the concept of the Intelligent Feature. 

The Intelligent F i t u t e  is a manufactunng feature whrch has the 

responsibiilly to ensute ifs own rnanufacturabi/îfy in the pait undergong a 

design pmcess. 



As per Nolen's observation above, the intelligent feature s one whose 

manufacturhg rules have k e n  caphired (past tense). In other words, an 

intelligent feature must be a known commodky, even a familiar one (at least to 

manufacturers). 

The concept of an intelligent feature is a direct application of the OOP 

principle of encapsulation. An objed by definition encapsulates its own 

behaviour. An intelligent feature's behaviour is rule-based. While the intelligent 

feature makes sense as an application of objed-oriented principles to the design 

and manufaduring world. what is still lacking in that world is a mechanism 

through which an intelligent feature and al1 of its promise can be successfully 

applied in a design modelling tool. 

One of the goals of an intelligent feature-based design modelling system 

is quick feedback to the designer of manufacturability violations arising as a 

consequence of some action on the designer's part. In view of this, 

manufachirability evaluations will need to take place on a feature by feature 

basis as the designer designs. The alternative of evaluating the completed 

design after-the-fact is unacceptable due to the longer time delay in feedback to 

the designer. For a manufacturïng feature to be manufadurable andlor maintain 

its manufacturability. it must keep track of what its neighbouring features are up 

to. If features are added lchanged lremoved in a feature-based modeller in an 

unconditionai rnanner, then each feature must be forever vigilant to ensure that 

its manufacturability is not violated. The presence of a new feature or a change 

in an old neighbour could have drastic effects upon the rnanufadurability of a 



given feature. In a multiple katured part, the haphazard introduction or change 

of a feature could offend many existing features, and the attempts to resoive 

those conflids could offend many more features. 

mitration mechanisms would not be desirable as solution directions due 

to the cornputational time involved in arbitrating geometriobased conflicts. 

Geometriubased manufactwabiity issues can be extremely complicated and 

require much cornputer time to identify let alone resohre. ûesigners would not 

appreciate having to wait long periods of time for the computer to try ta resolve a 

set of conflicting rnanufacturabilty violations, especiaiiy if resolution was 

impossible without further hurnan intervention. While some manufactunng 

activiies like scheduling which use arbîtration a pproaches to problem resoluüon 

can still be successful even when they fail (e.g. batch number 4 is delivered 1 

hour Iate. but Cs still delivered), there is no such thing as a manufactunng 

feature that is sort-of manufacturable. 

One would like to so define or constrain the way an intelligent feature is 

used in a feature-based modeller that it would not have to be perpetually vigilant 

of al1 possible threats to its manufadurability. This is where the concept of 

Feature Inde pemlence is introduced. 

Featum IneAqmndence is the state of amanufactu!fng hatute such that 

when cal/& upon to be manufactumd, the hatum is manufacfurable as-is 

in the cumnt state of the part. 

An independent feature is thus a manufacturing feature whose 

manufacture can be considerd independent of the presence of al1 previously 

machined features. Feature independence is obviously dependent upon the 

order features are created in the part. It is also something that only occurs at a 



specific point in time in the creatÏon of the part. Before a feature is independent it 

is not necessarily manufacturable. In fad it is often not manufadurable at all. If a 

feature is not manufiictured a the time it is 'independent', then it may not be 

manufadurable at a later time. Feature independenœ is a narrow window of 

opportunity for a fieahire's manufadure in the creation of a part by material 

removal processes. The advantage of an independent feature, is that when it is 

independent. it is assured manufacturable. This greatly eases the burden of 

automating process planning since independent features can be manufactu red 

without conœm using canned parametric CNC routines. 

The use of independent features can be called tme Just-ln-Time 

manufacturing. 

This would require the following: 

1. the feature's entry surfaœ is accessible to tooling and is 

geometrically compatible with tooling (e.g. a drill can access the 

hole's entry surfaœ without interference h m  the rest of the part, 

and that surface's topology is acceptable to the drill tip): 

2. the feature's manufacture is not adversely affeded by the 

presence of previously machined features (e.g. the path of the hole 

does not intersect air pockets at angles). 

In Figure 5.1 below, a crossîedional view of a part shows a single 

through hob A lying in the plane of the page and two through slots 6 and C 

running perpendicular to the page. The slots cut vertical segments out of the 

hole. Since one cannot drill haff of a hole, the hole must be created first followed 

by 2 slotting processes. 



Figure 5.1: Crcms.~ection view of a part showing manufacturing 

features: through hole A and through slow 6 and C. 

Thus for features A,B,C to be independent features they must be 

machined in the order A,B,C (altemate order A,C,B). If they are machined in one 

of these two orders then at the time each feature is machined its 

manufacturability is assured 100%. A feature may be rendered unrecognizable 

by the removal of later features, but at the time of its manufacture it is 

manufacturable as-is. If the feature creatbn order is different than A.B,C (or 

A,C,B) then the features may no longer be manufacturable and thus no longer 

independent. 

5.7.1 Independent and Dependent Features 

An independent feature is thus a manufaduring feature that is 

manufacturable as-is at the time P is created (machined Iprocessed) in the part. 

If a manufacturing feature is not manufacturable as-is at the time it is created in 



the part, then it is a dependent feature. The notion of dependency refers to the 

feature's dependency on one or more other features to be manufactured first 

before the given feature can be mandcturad. For example, in Figure 5.1 

above. the feature creation order is hole A first, and dot B second. Hole A, king 

the first feature created in the part, is obviously manufachirable as-is. It is an 

independent feature. Slot B is a dependent feaaire if hole A has not been 

rnachined. Once hole A has k e n  machined, then slot B can be removed as-is. 

Slot B then becornes an independent feature. 

5.8 Intelligent lndependent Feature ( IIF ) 

The concept of the Intelligent lndependent Feature can now be fomally 

defined: 

An lnte//igent lndependenf Fesbrm PIF) is a manufacturing feature 

which is: 

1. independent 

- rnenufactuable independent of all previously machined featums. 

2. intelligent 

- possessing the manufactunng intelligence necessaty to ensure its 

independence at the tirne of its creetion in the part 

The Intelligent lndependent Feature is thus an Intelligent Feature which 

exists in the state of Feature Independence in the part 

The software implernentation of the Intelligent lndependent Feature is 

organizad into 3 attribute groups: 



1. Identity attributes 

- feature type and mode! descrÏptions 

2. Administration attribubs 

- IIF implementation variables 

3. Intelligence attributes 

- sets of rules for Feature Independence tests 

One of the first things shared between any two communicating entiües is 

identity: who (and if necessary what) I am. The same with an IIF. The group of 

identity attributes for each IIF indudes the following: 

1. Feature Class 

(what it is) 

2. Implicit Geometric Model 

(where it is and what its parameten are) 

3. Explicit Geometric Model 

( wtiat it looks like ) 

4. Manufacturing Parameters 

(what its manufacturing needs are in tems of tolerances and 

finishes) 

5. Designer's Comment 

(what it is from the designer's perspective). 

5.8.1 .l Feature Class 
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In object-oriented prograrnming as well as in any scientific investigation. 

objects are identified relative to some known absolute or to some accepted 

frame of reference. With an OOP object, this frame of referenœ is the class of 

which it is an instance. An Intelligent lndependent Feature is thus identified as 

being an instanœ of some class of manufacturing feature. In identifying itseif to 

another IIF, the part, or the designer, an lntelligent lndependent Feature does so 

by first identifying its clas of origin. For example a thmugh hole is an instanœ of 

class ThruHole. 

This is both essential to the polymorphic message passing nature of OOP, 

and for the designer to have a farniliar handle on the object they have designed. 

The implicit geometric model of the feature is the list of geometric 

parameters from which it is defined as a geometnc primitive, together with the 

translation and rotation variables which locate it in the part relative to part zero. 

For exarnple, the implict geornetric model of a through hole would be 

(dimensions in inches ): 

diameter: 1 -0 

length: 2.75 

tx: 2.75 (translation in the x direction) 

ty: 3.25 (translation in the y direction) 

rz: 2 (rotation about the z axis in 90 degree inctements). 
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This would translate into a cylindrical hole of diameter 1.0 inches and 

length 2.75 inches. The œnter of its entry face would be located at (2.75, 3.25) 

inches relative to part zero. It wwld appear mtated on the screen 180 degrees 

away from its default orientation. In other words, it would enter the part Rom the 

part's bottom surf%e. 

5.8.1.3 ExplicR Geometric Model 

The proof of concept system uses 2D features, so the explicit geometric 

model of each Intelligent Independent Feature is a rectangle. The explicit 

geometric model is not a separate variable in the cumnt proofefaoncept 

system but is inherited from the feature's uitirnate parent superclass: Rectangle. 

In a 3-0 feature modeller, the explicit geometric madel of the feature 

would be a parametric boundary representation of some kind. 

5.8.1 -4 Manufieairing Parameters 

Each surfaœ of each IIF has toletance and surfaœ finish variables. They 

have coarse values as defaults and are accessible by the designer through the 

ICAD system. For the through hok exampk, these parameters would be (with 

units in inches): 

diaTolerance: 

(Tolerance positive: 0.006 negative: 0.008 ANSlgrade: 13) 

depth'rolerance: 

(Tolerance positive: 0.25 negative: 0.0 ANSlgrade: nil) 

surfacefin: 
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(SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

The issue of geomenic tolerances is beyond the sape of this research so 

is not addressed here. 

5.8.1 .S ûesigner's Comment 

This is a text variable in which the designer c m  use to record information 

about their fundional intent for the cumnt manufacturing feature, perhaps 

idenüfy the mating feature on a second part and wamings to process planners 

and other manufacturing personnel regatding any special needs or constraints 

that the designer may want to ensure that manufacturing personnel do not 

overiook (for example, the designer may want ta suggest that the toferanœ on a 

certain face be machined closer to one specified limit rather than aie other to 

ensure that parts mate correctly). 

5.8.2 Administrative Attributes 

Behind any significant endeavour there is soma kind of management 

system ensuring that nothing is overiooked. The management variables for an 

Intelligent lndependent Feature are: 

1. Identification Number ( ID Number ) 

- an integer to uniquely identify the feature to the designer, the part and to 

ot her featu res. 

2. Access Corridor List 

- a list of al1 of the features whose prior manufacture is essential for the 

current feature to be firstly acœssed and secondly manufactured. 



Identification Number 

This is an integer identification tag aiat is assigned to the IIF by the ICAD 

system upon its creation by the designer. This identification tag will become a 

permanent part of the feature's data stnidure throughout the feature's useful life 

as a means of absolute identification the feature in the given part. This 

identification tag will be referenced by other features who rely on this featurek 

prior manufacture to ensure their own. If the feature is later rernoved by the 

designer during the design proœss, al1 other features who reference that 

removed feature can be then notifid of its removal. This way Feature 

lndependenœ can be continuously tracked and violations brought to the 

attention of the designer. 

Access Corridor List 

When a feature is created inside the cavities left by previous features, the 

new feature will make a Iist of al1 of those previous features through whose 

volumes its tooling must pass in order to access the enty face of the new 

feature. This list of features is known as the atcerrs corridor list. Each created 

feature have its own unique access corridor list. Should the designer edit or 

remove an existing feature, al1 the other features that reference the changed 

feature in their access corridor Iists will be notiied and they will then take steps 

to interact with the designer as required to ensure that their independence at 

time of creation in the part remains assured. 



5.8.3 Intelligence Attributes 

The intelligence attributes are the groups of niles used to test for Feature 

Independence. These rule groups include: 

1. Air Test 

- does the feature remove any stockpiece material? 

2. Accessibility Test 

- is the feature's entry face accessible to tooling fram outside the part? 

3. Cannibal Test 

- does the feature completely engulf an existing feature or features and 

thus render thern of no further value to the design? 

4. ldentity Integrity Test 

- is the feature being used in a context that would more approprïately 

employ a different type of feature? 

- is the feature's manufacturablity threatened by the presence of 

previously machined features, or its posiaoning in the stockpiece? 

5.8.3.1 Air Test 

This test should be inherent in a well designed solid modelkr even apart 

from any application of Intelligent lndependent Features, however it needs to be 

fonnally identifieci as essential to ensure that any feature created is actualiy 

created in the part and actually removes legitimate part material. Sinœ the final 

output of an ICAD system used to model a part in t e n s  of intelligent 

independent features is also part of a manufactunng model, it is imperative that 
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all implied material removal take place in the part After all. a CNC machining 

enter will drill holes in Ïts own table and fixturing systems if told to do so (unless 

it too has some intelligence). 

5.8.3.2 Accessibility Test 

In order to be manufactured, a feature must be accessible to tooling. If 

there is no access corridor though which tooling c m  pass to reach the entry 

face of a manufacturing feature, the feature simply cannot be made. The proof- 

ofconcept system assumes an access corridor boundary as large as the 

diameter of the tooling required to do the initial machining. A commerical system 

would need to take into account tool holder dimensions and the depth into the 

access corridor that the toolholder would have to pass to machine the bottom 

faces(s) of the feature. 

5.8.3.3 Cannibal Test 

As with the Air Test discussed above, there is another test that needs to 

be done however inherent it should be in a soiid modeller. If a new feature 

created in a part completely engulfs another feature or features in the part. then 

the engulfed features should be removed from the part by the modeller rather 

than remain as part of the CSGlDSG tree. Otherwise they will be process- 

planned, scheduled, and machined to tolerance only to be tumed into thin air 

later when the enguifing feature is created. The Cannibal Test prevents that 

which wouM othedse be a complete waste of time and resources. 



The goal of this test is to ensure that each manufaduring feature is 

applied conealy [Ascar86, Cunningham88, Kohkr911 to the part to remove a 

portÏon of material typical of its feature type. The raüonal for this test may be less 

obvious. Since diffennt manufaduring features impfy different machining 

processes for their manufacture, using a feature of type A to model the matenal 

removal pattern charaderistic of a feature of type B. would result in a selection of 

material removal processes that would be less than optimum. Even worse, the 

process used to manufacture the feature may waste time trying to machine to 

tolerance a face that daes not even exist in the part. 

A classic example of this, and one that is irnplemented in the proof-of- 

concept system, is the misuse of a through slot to mimic the matenal removal 

pattern of step feature. Step milling cutters are different than end milling cutters. 

They are less expensÏve to purchase and are capable of higher rates of matefial 

rernoval- 

In short, this test is present to ensure that the "right tool is chosen for the 

right job'' by ensunng that the "right feature" is used for the "right purpose". 

If the relationships between feature and part, and feature and prior 

features has statisfied the above tests. there is one set of tests remaining to 

ensure the independenœ of the feature: the specific manufacturability needs of 

the given manufaduring feature type. 



In generic tems. the manufaidurability tests as implemented in the proof- 

of-concept sytem involves two parts: 

1. is the feature's rnanufiacturabiti threatened by topologicaliy unfriendiy 

entry faces? 

2. is the feature's manufacturablity threatened by the intrusion of 

previously manufactured feahires into its volume? 

The classic example of these manufacturability tests involves the 

machining of holes. To initiaily create a hole, one traditionally uses a drilling 

process. Twist drills are in essence beams and thus bend when subjected to side 

loads. The topological threat results from the requirement of M s t  drills for a flat 

entry surface into aie part material in oder to initiate the proper location of the 

hole. If the entry surface is irregular or angled, the drill bit will not bite at the 

desired location. The result could be a hole that is off center, a broken drill bit, or 

a gouged part surface, none of which is acceptable. The threat to 

manufacturability frorn previously manufactured features arises from the fact that 

the path of the drill bit (and thus the hole it leaves behind) is vulnerable to side 

loading. if there exists in the path of the hole-to-be one or more previously 

machined features whose volumes and surfaces do not intersect the hole 

completely at right angles to the centeriine of the hole. then as the drill emerges 

into their air pockets, material partially in its path will start a defiection process 

and bend the drill and the resulting hole off course. 

The Intelligent lndependent Feature will apply the above two tests 

appropriately for its feature type- 

5.9 Summary 
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The Intelligent lndependent Feature (1 IF) concept is developed as a 

logical extension of modelling a manufacturing feature within the object-on'ented 

paradigm. An Intelligent lndependent Featun is defined as a manufacturing 

feature which is manufactuable independent of al1 previously machined features 

and which possesses the manufacturing intelligence necessary to ensure its 

independence at the time of its creation in the part 

The conœpt of Feature lndependence is developed as a mechanism for 

enforcing manufacturability in the IIF when it is created in the part Feature 

lndependence is defined as the state of a manufacturing feature such that when 

mlled upon to be manufactured, the feature is manufacturable as-is in the 

current state of the part 

The state and behaviour structures of a software implernentation of an 

l ntelligent lndependent Feature are developed. 



AN 

IMPLEMENTATiON 

OF 

INTELLIGENT INDEPENDENT FEATURES 

IN F EATURE-BASED DESIGN 

A proof-of-concept system has been developed to demonstrate the 

implementation of Intelligent lndependent Features in a feature-based design 

modeller. The system, called ICAD, for Intelligent Cornputer-Aided Designer, is a 

menu driven graphical user interface written in Smalltalk80 version 2.5. ICAD 

currentiy runs in the Smalitalk environment on a PC under DOS. The menuing 

system is of course nested to support tight control of the different creative and 

administrative modes of user interaction with the modeller. The modeller 

supports 2 types of Intelligent lndependent Features: Through Slots and Through 

Holes. The behaviour and usefullness of llFs in a feature-based design rnodeller 

will be demonstrated through the interactions between the user (the designer), 

the stockpiece, and several instances of these feature types. 

6.11 Software Model 



The software paradigm used to model llFs and the ICAD system is that of 

objeddented progmmming. To this end a number of classes have k e n  

developed to encapsulate the state and behaviour of the various entities needeâ 

to assemble a working proof-of-conœpt IlF-based ICAD system. It should be 

noted that the Part class and ICAD class are built to support the application of 

the Intelligent lndependent Feature and not vice versa. 

1. ICAD 

- the design modelling environment 

2. Stock 

- the dass encapsulating stockpiece types from which the designer 

seleds a suitable shape as the foundation of the part to be modelled in 

IIFs- 

3. Feature 

- the abstract parent class of al1 Intelligent lndependent Features 

4. Hole 

- a su bclass of Feature. The abstract parent class of ThniHole 

5. T hruHole 

- a subclass of Hole. The dass encapsulating the intelligent independent 

Through Hole feature. 

6. Thruslot 

- a subclass of Feature. The class encapsulating the intelligent 

independent Through Slot feature. 

7. Part 

- the class of prismatic machineable parts which can be modelled in the 

ICAD. 



The following two classes encapulate manufaduring parameter 

information for the features: 

8. Tolerance 

- the class encapsulating ANSI Standard Tolerances and toleranœ grades 

9. SuMceFinish 

- the class encapsulating Prefened Series Roughness Average Values 

In addition there were 5 graphical user interface and GUI support classes 

which were subdassed from existing Srnalltalk80 classes (or one another) to 

provide ICAD-specific menuing and information dis play ca pability. These classes 

are the following: 

10. Menu 

- the Object subclass encapsulates the model of a window containing a 

prompt te* and a type-in field. 

1 q. MouseMenu 

- the PopUpMenu subclass encapsulating the mode1 component of the 

ICAD nested menu which consists of a pre-located pop-up menu window. 

12. Continue 

- the Model subclass encapsulating the madel wmponent of a simple 

message box window with a single mouse button. The Continue instance 

is displayed as soon as it is created. 

13. ContinueView 

- the View subclass encapsulating the view component of the Continue 

model. 

14. InfoScreen 
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- the Continue subclass that encapsuates the continue model without 

automaücally displaying h contents. It is thus a Continue wÏndow that can 

be displayed repeatedly. 

6.2 Clam: ICAD 

The ICAD interface consists of 3 areas of acüvii: 

1. Feature Creation Wndow 

- in this window, the Intelligent Independent Feature instance is initially 

displayed. Changes to its shape, orientation about the z-axis, and 

tolerance and surface finish parameters are shown here before the user 

locates the feature in the part. 

2. Part Window 

- the current part that the designer is modelling is displayed in this 

window. Ali changes to the part, and al1 feature conflicts are displayed or 

highlighted in this window. 

3. Menu Area 

- al1 the ICAD menus and al1 the feature menus are displayed in the menu 

area. This localizes the area on the screen where the user can expect to 

find the popup menus, information screens, and input prompts. 

An example screen image of the interfaœ is shown in Figure 6.1 below. 

The Part Window has a cross-section of a redangular part in it The Featum 

Creation Window shows the current (2-0) explicit model of an instance of class 

ThruHole which the designer has just located in the part. The Menu Ama shows 



the Through Hole Menu from which the designer seleds actions to p e ~ o m  with 

the Through Hole M a .  

The ICAD system can be describeci as a 2-112 D modeller. It appears as a 

2dirnensional modelling system from the standpoint that al1 the shapes are 

rectangles and there is no depth dimension visible. 

Yodel 

Featun 
Crean'on 
Window 

Menu 
Area 

Figure 6.1: Exampk streen image of the ICAD intefice 

Through Holes are seen as lying in the plane of the screen (the X:Y 

plane). Thus Through Holes are represented graphically in the part by their axial 

cross-sections. Through Slots on the other hand are seen as lying parallel to the 

2-axis (perpendicular to the screen). Thus it is the lateral cross-sections of 

Through Slots that are represented in the ICAD part model. This is more easily 

seen from Figure 6.2 below showhg the the oblique view of the part shom in 
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2D in Figure 6.1 above. Note that it is the X-Y plane that is shown in the Part 

Window 

Figure 6.2: Oblique View of the example part shown in the Part 

Window of Figure 8.1 

6.2.1 ICAD Part Window 

The Part Window is simply an area on the ICAO screen in which the 

current part is displayed. Features that the designer removes fiom the part are 

displayed as rectangular voids in the case of Through Sots or as bordered 

rectangles of lighter color with a bisecting centerline in the case of Through 

Holes. Each feature type has an intermediate graphical mode1 to denote that its 

independence has not yet been tested. These are shown in Figure 6.3 below, as 

light colored bordered rectangles in the case of Through Sots and as a bold 

rectangular outline with a bisecting centerline for Through Holes. 
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Problem areas uncovemd in the Feature lndependenœ tests are 

highlighted to the user as flashing rectangles using the altemathg colors black 

and white. After the highlighthg, aie problem areas are displayed in black to 

easily disünguish them from the stockpiece, existing independent features, and 

the feature being tested. 

/- Through Hole 
Model 

Intermediate fhrnugh Slot Model 

Figure 6.3: Intermediate graphical models for ThniSlot and ThruHole 

6.2.2 ICAD Feature Cmation Wndow 

The feature creation window is the window in which the feature shape is 

set by the user. A default instance of one or the other feature types is displayed 

in the feature creation Mndow so that the designer can see exactly the shape 

and orientation of the feature before they locate it in the part. This is contrasteci 

with the approach of commercial solid rnodelling software like AUTOSOLID 

[Autodesk89]. AUTOSOLID creates a default shape at the orïgin of the 3 

cartesian axes. The designer must then alter the dimensions of the graphical 

primitive and then move and rotate the feature into position before performing 



union or dflerenœ operations. The repainting of the screen is relativeîy qui& 

being perffomed largely through system calls to the underlying Microsoft 

Windows graphics libraries. The Smalltalk80 environment has a much simpler 

graphical dispby capability and screen refreshes are slow enough as to be hard 

on the eyes if the area to repaint is changing ftequently. In view of this cosmetic 

engineering constraint, the ICAD system has the designer make changes to the 

feature outside of the Part Window and locate the feature at its final resting point 

and orÏentation in the part once the designer has finalked feature shape. 

The feature creation wïndow displays the shape and orientation of the 

feature dynamically as the user aiters dimensions or rotation about the z-ais. 

The graphical models of the Through Slot and Through Hale are shown below. 

A Through Slot displayed in the feature creation window has the 

appearanœ shown in Figure 6.4 below: 

Through 

Modtl 
Side 

Part 
BodV 
Model 

Figure 6.4: Graphical model of a Through Slot shown in the Feature 
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Note that the entry side of the Through Slot the side that tooling is 

expected to acass the feature is identified by the words: 'Entry Side'. The 

crosshaïr is used as a referenœ point when locating the feature in the paR 

The Through Hole also is modelled as a rectangular graphic but one that 

is bordered and has a œnterline as show in F igum 6.5 below. The tooling entry 

side is also noted- 

Figure 6.5: Graphical model of a Through Hole shown in the Feature 

Creation Window 

The feature creation window is also used to idenüfy faces on the Through 

Slot feature when the designer is setting or resetting the face tolerances and 

surface finishes. Faces are denoted as L.B,R (left, bottom and right respectively) 

when the Through Slot is oriented O degrees with respect to the yds. The 

faces retain their labels when the Through Slot is rotated about the z-axis. An 

example of the labelling is shown in Figure 6.6 below. 



Orientation: O degrees Orientaüon 90 degrees CCW 

Figure 6.6: Face Labelling for tderance specifications for Through 

Slots 

6.2.3 ICAD Menu Area 

The menu area is the lower right-hand corner of the ICAD screen. All of 

the menus used in the ICAD system wiil be displayed here. The ICAD system 

uses 17 menus which dlectively use a total of more than 70 menu items. Each 

menu item is linked to one of the following actions: 

1. launching another menu 

2. displaying instructions on the use of the current menu's menu items 

3. displaying the values of certain state variables for the current feature 

4. prompting the user to input some specific information 

5. performing calculations or tests 

6. refreshing the screen 

The 17 menus are as follows: 

1. Main Menu 



2. Retrieve Pafi Menu 

3. Save Part Menu 

4. Stock Menu 

5. Feature Menu 

6. Through Slot Menu 

7. Through Hole Menu 

8. Copy Feature Menu 

9. Change Feature Menu 

I O .  Retrieve Feature Menu 

1 1. Cluster Features Menu 

12. Set 2-Rotation Menu 

13. Set Tolerances and Surface Finishes ( Through Slot ) - ID Face 

14. Set Toleranœs and Surface Finishes ( Through Slot ) - Face Specific 

15. Set Tolerances and Surface Finish ( Through Hole ) 

16. Through Hole Set Depth 

17. Display Specifications Menu ( Features ) 

The menus are navigated according to the followïng flowcharts: 



Save Part Menu e 
Figure 6.7: Menus calhd fiom the Main Menu 

Thmugh Slot Yenu t-===' 
Thmugh Hole Menu u 
Copy Feature Menu n 

Pc - mange Faature Menu 

Figure 6.8: Menus called from the Feature Menu 



Through Siot Menu e 
Set ZRotatlon Menu rn 

lecancss and Surface Finish - ( F 

Figure 6.9: Menus called from the Thmugh Slot Menu 

II Through Hole Menu 1 ( 

Set Zdotadion menu n 
rances and Su 

Figure 6.10: Menus called from the Thmugh Hole Menu 



Through Slot Menu M 
Figure 6.1 1 : Menus called from the Copy Feature Menu 

lhrough Slot Menu n 
Figure 6.12: Menus called from the Change Feature Menu 



Through Slot Menu n 
Figure 6.13: Menus called from the Retrieve Feature Menu 

Class: Stock 

The class Stock encapsulates stockpieœ types from which the designer 

selects a suitable shape as the foundation of the part to be modelled in IIFs. In 

the 24/2 D proof-of-conœpt system, the stockpiece models are rectangles. 

Feature is the abstract parent class of all Intelligent lndependent 

Features. The significant instance variables are as follows: 

1. idNumber 

2. accessComdorlist 

3. safetyEnvelope 

4. designer's comment 

5. translation and rotation variables 



The feature is also characterized by an 'entry face', the surface on the 

feature volume thmugh which tooling removes the contents of the feature 

volume from the part thus creating the feaure in the part This entry hce is a 

natural consequeme of the feature translation and rotational variables which 

orient the feature in the part For exampie. a Through Slot has its entry face on 

the top of the dot in the 2D feature model as shown in Figure 6.14 below. 

Entry Face 
of Through 

Figure 6.14: Example of a feature Entry Face on a Through Slot 

6.4.1 Feature IdNumber 

To keep track of al1 of the feature interactions and designer edits on the 

features, each feature that accepts membership in the part is given a feature 

identification number by the part. This feature idNumber is an integer referenœ 

code that the ICAD. part and other features al1 use to identify the given feature to 
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themselves. The kiNumber also refers to the given feature's position in the 

feature creation order of the part For example, feature number 3 is the third 

feature created when the part is manufactureci according to the feature creation 

order. As features are editted. added or removed, a given feature's idNumber will 

change dynamically. 

6.4.2 Feature AccessComdorList 

When a feature is located in the part one of the independence tests it 

must apply upon its sunoundings is the test of accessibility to tooling. This 

Accessibility Test, discussed in Chapter 5, and demonstrated by example in 

Chapter 7, ensures that the feature's entry face can be accessed by standard 

tooling from outside the part The feature accessComdooiUst is a Iist of the 

ÏdNumbers of al1 of the previous features in sequenœ through whom tooling 

must pass to machine the given feature. As the part is designed, this Iist is 

continually updated. 

6.4.3 Feature SaktyEnvelope 

W i  the swpe of the manufacturabilÏty analysis Iimited to addressing the 

local needs of the given feature, it is understood that there is a volumetric zone 

around each feature that must be free of dangerous intrusions by other features 

or pockets of air beyond the boundaries of the part This zone is referred to in 

this research as the safetyEnvelope. The safetyEnvelope has been 

approximated for the proofofcancept system to be of a constant thickness 

around each feature type regardless of feature ske. In a tme life situation, it is 



obvious that the safetyEnvelope would Vary in thickness relative to the nominal 

dimensions of the feature in question. For example a hole whose diameter is 

measured in fractions of inches would need the saktyEnvelope around it to be of 

the same order of magnitude. A hole whose diameter is measured in inches 

would need a much thicker safetyEnvelope to ensure that there was no material 

failure wherever the matenal envelope could be thin. 

The safetyEnvelope features prominently in the Feature Independence 

tests of lndentity lntegrity and manufacturability described in Chapter 5 and 

demonstrated in Chapter 7. 

6.4.4 Feature b i g n e f s  Comment 

This variable holds textual comments by the designer for the benefit of the 

designer themselves, other designers, or downstream parties (schedulers, 

machinists. assembly people, etc.). It gives the designer a place to record and 

retrieve comments specific to the feature they have created. These comments 

can refer to feature fundion, s pecial anticipated manufactu ring needs. or 

information on other topics deemed necessary or helpful by the designer. 

6.4.5 Feature Translation and Rotation Variables 

Feature locations in the part are referenced in the proof-of-concept 

system relative to an arbitrary part zero. The translation variables tX and TY hold 

the values of the feature position relabive to the pairs part zero. The rotational 

variable rZ holds the value of the feature's relative rotation about the 2-axis in 90 



degree incnments. As noted above the feature's relative entry face is 

detemined by the values of these variables. 

6.5 Class: Hole 

Class Hole is a subclass of class Feature. It is the absfract parent class of 

ThruHole. Class Hole adds to the instance variable of class Feature the following 

dimension. toleranœ and surface finish variables relevant to al1 holes (Le. to al1 

subclasses of class Hole). These variables are: 

lm diameter 

- the diarneter of the hole. 

2. depth 

- the depth of the hole. 

3. diaTolemnce 

- an instance of class Tolerance. The positive and negative hole diameter 

tolerances. 

4. depthTolerance 

- an instance of class Tolerance. The positive and negative hole depth 

tolerances. 

5. surfaceFinish 

- an instance of class SurfaceFin. The surface finish specifications for the 

hole wall. 

6.6 Class: ThruHole 



ThniHole is the subdass of class Hofe that encapsulates state and 

behaviour for Intelligent lndependent Feature type: Through Holes. There are no 

added instance variables as those of ThniHole superclasses Hole and Feature 

suffice* 

6.7 Class: ThmSlot 

Thruslot is the subdass of dass Feature that encapsulates state and 

behaviour for Intelligent lndependent Feature type: Through Slots. Class 

ThniSlot adds to the instance variable of class Feature the following dimension, 

tolerance and surface finish variables relevant to Through Slots. The tolerance 

and surface finish variables refer to the faces of the Through Slot as defined in 

Figure 6.6 above. 

The new instance variables added for class Thruslot are (for the 2D 

model of the Through Slot): 

1. width 

- the width of the Through Slot 

2. depth 

- the depth of the Through Slot 

3, IeftTolemnce 

- an instance of class Tolerance. The positive and negative lefl face 

toleranœs. 

4. bottomTolerance 

- an instance of class Toieranœ. The positive and negative bottom face 

toleranœs, 



- an instance of dass Tolerance. The positive and negative @hi face 

tolerances. 

6. IeftSurhceFin 

- an instanœ of class SurfaœFin. The surface finish specifications for the 

left face. 

7.bottomSurfaceFin 

- an instance of class SurfaceFin. The surface finish specifications for the 

bottom face. 

8. rightSurhceFin 

- an instanœ of class SurfaœFin. The surface finish specifications for the 

rig ht face. 

6.8 Class: Part 

The class Part encapulates the state and behaviour of prismatic 

machineable parts which can be modelled in the ICAD system. A Part instanœ 

manages the interactions and communications between the Intelligent 

Independent Features and is the part mode1 acted upon by the ICAD system. 

The significant instanœ variables for the dass Part instanœ are the following: 

1. stock 

- an instance of dass Stock. The stockpiece from which the part is 

machined. 

2. featureCreationOrder 
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- an OrderedCollecoon of the Intelligent lndependent Features that have 

membership in the part. The ordering scheme for these features is of 

course that resulüng from the application of the principle of Feature 

l ndependence discussed in Chapter 5. 

3. tempStack 

- an OrderedColkctian of Intelligent Features which the designer has 

created but not yet added to the part either by choice or as a 

consequenœ of conflict with previous features in the part. 

4. dusterlist 

- an OrderedCollection of OrderedCollections of Intelligent lndependent 

Features that are grouped together into independent feature groups as a 

resuk of the application of the concepts of Feature Clustering and 

lndependent Feature Clusters. 

Additional less significant instance variables assist with administrative 

details and communications between the Part and the ICAD modeller. 

6.8.1 Part Stock 

The stockpiece stock is the foundational entity of each part in a DSG 

modeller. All the features are simply volumes removed from the stockpiece. The 

formation of a part can thus be seen as a sequenœ of difference operators with 

the stockpiece and each of the features in order being the operands. 

6.8.2 Part FeatumCreationOrder 



The featureCreationOrder is an OrderedCollecüon of the Intelligent 

Independent Features that have membership in the part Each feature is added 

to the featurecreationorder when it accepts membership in the part. Each 

feature is in a state of Feature lndependenœ when it accepts membership in the 

pah and thus the featureCreation0rder is the necessary order of creation of 

those independent features. In Figure B.15 below, the f&tureCreationOrder of 

the Through Slots is 1.2, 3. 

6.8.3 Part TetnpStack 

The part tbmpStack is an OrderedCollection variable that gives the 

designer a place to Save incomplete features. When creating features for a part, 

the designer may find that a feature will not accept membenhip in the part due 

to some failed Feature lndependence test The temps- is used to store these 

'dependent' features so that they can be retrieved at a later date and reinserted 

into the part. The tempstack is also free to store the state of any feature at any 

stage of its creation should the designer wish to do so (for example. when testing 

out different feature interaction configurations). 

6.8.4 Part ClusterList and Feature Clustering 

Thus far aie approach of using Feature lndependence as a mechanism 

for ensuring manufacturability of al1 features in a part has required that feature 

creation order be strictiy adhered ta. There can be however unique situations in 

a part where Feature lndependence is maintained even though feature 

manufacture order has the option of some flexibility. This state occun when 



there exists groups of features which can exist in isolation from other groups in a 

part in a manufacturing sense. 

The advantage of being able to idendify such groups is that flexibiii can 

be brought into the scheduling of the manufacture of independent features in a 

part. If there ensts groups of independent features where the groups are 

themselves independent, then it does not matter which group of features is 

manufactured first. The independence of the groups maintain the 

independence of the features inside the groups. Thus a part can be constructed 

of independent groups of features where each group is camprised of 

independent features. These groups are calleci lndependent Feature Clusters. 

The identification of lndependent Feature Clusters in a part begins with 

the concept of Feature Clustering. The application of the principle of Feature 

Cluster Independence to feature clusters eventually yields lndependent Feature 

Clusters. 

6.8.4.1 F eature Clustering 

Feature Clustering is the grouping together of those features which 

share a common access corridor. Feature Clustenng is the precursor to 

identiiing lndependent Feature Clusters. In Figure 6.15 below, note that 

Through Slots 1, 2. and 3 have access carridon which are al1 subsets of the 

longest comdor (that for the deepest feature, Through Slot 3). This information is 

tabulated in Table No. 6.q below. Note also that Through Slots 4, 5, and 6 do the 

same with the access corridor of Through Slot 6. Features 1, 2, and 3 together 

f m  a feature cluster. Features 4, 5, and 6 forrn a second feature cluster. 



Figure 6.15: Part Window 

with 2 feature clustemm 

Feature 

(none) 
1 
192 

(none) 
4 

4,s 

Table No. 6.1: Accnnn corridor lists 

for the featum in Figure 6.15. 

Aithough it has been established that there are two feature clusters in the 

part modelled in Figure 6.15 above, there is no certainty at this point that the 

manufacture of the two clusters is independent of one another. The mechanism 

for establishing the independenœ of feature dusten is now addressed. 

6.8.4.2 Feaaire Cluster Independence 

An Independent Feature Cluster is a group of independent features 

whose manufacture is independent of that of al1 other groups of independent 

features in a part. The feaaire clusters shown in Figure 6.15 above are also 

lndependent Feature Clusters. 

Clustering features by shared accessComdor is the first step towards 

identifying lndependent Feature Clusters. The absence of intrusions into the 

safety envelope of each feature in a given cluster by al1 features outside of that 

cluster is the acid test of cluster independence. If there is an intrusion, then the 
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feature cluster belonging to the intniding feature shares a dependency with the 

cluster of the tested feature. Dependent dusters can be merged into a larger 

lndependent Feature Cluster with their wmbined features ordered according to 

the part design feature creation order. 

Featrim Cluster Independence is thus the state of a feaure cluster when 

none of its features suffers from safety envelope violations by features outside of 

the cluster. (Any safety envelope violations by features from inside the same 

cluster were already screened for during the Feature Independence tests). 

6.8.4.3 Part ClusterList 

The part clusteList is thus an OrderedCollecüon of lndependent Feature 

Clusters. Each ciuster can be rnanufktured independently from the others while 

maintaining Feature lndependenœ for al1 features in the part. In the p roo f4  

concept system. the clusterList consists sirnply of an OrderedCollection of 

OrderedCollections of the feature idNumbers of the lndependent Feature 

Clusten. The proof-of-cbncept system dusters features automatically into 

lndependent Feature Clusters. 

6.9 Summay 

An implementation of lntelligent lndependent Featuures in a Feature-Based 

Design context has been accomplished as a proof~f-conœpt system. The 

Feature-Based Design rnodeller is known as ICAD, for Intelligent Cornputer- 

Aided Designer system. It is a 2 4 2  D feature-based modelling system that 

handles two types of lntelligent lndependent Features: Through Slots and 



Through H o k .  It is the interactions between instances of these two feahrre 

types, their interactions with the part stockpiece and the designer that 

demonstrates how I l h  would behave in pracüce. The concepts of Feature 

Clustering and lndependent Feature Clusters were also introduced as extensions 

of the Intelligent lndependent Feature concept which apply to groups of features. 

The implementaüon of Intelligent lndependent Features is examineci in 

practice in the next chapter where example applications of Feature 

lndependenœ niles and Feature Clustering are given and evaluated. 



EVALUAIION 

OF 

INTELLIGENT INDEPENDENT FEATURES 

IN A FEATURE4ASED DESIGN 

PROOFlOFICONCEPT SYSTEM 

7.1 Ovetview 

A proofofGoncept feature-ôased design rnodeller based on the lntelligent 

lndependent Features paradigm has been implemented in 2-112 D. As described 

in Chapter 6, it is objectoriented in wnstnicüon and m e n u d ~ e n  in 

implementation. The modeller can successfully model a manufacturable part 

within the limits of the scope of feature-based rnanufacturablility evaluations. It 

does so through the application of feature-specific manufactuability rules under 

the umbrelb of the principle of Feature lndependenœ as described in Chapter 5. 

The extension to lntelligent lndependent Features that epplies to groups of IIFs, 

namely l ndependent Feature Clusters is a ko  demonstrateci successful ly. 

All manufacturability tests, feature dustering, and feature clustering tests 

are done automatically wiüiout any intervention by the designer. 

7.2 Example Application of Intelligent Independent Feature Tests 



The followîng sections highlight the tests spplied by Intelligent 

lndependent Features in the prOOf-~f-~~ncept system. It demonstates the 

application of lntelligent lndependent Features through highlighting typical 

feature conflicts during the design proœss, and their msoluüon using advice 

given by the offended feahire(s) and the edïtting tools of the ICA0 modeller. The 

following F eature l ndependence tests *Il be applied in the exam ples: 

1. Air Test 

- will the feature achially remove new material from the part? 

2. Accessibilty Test 

- will the feature's entry surface be accessible to tooling? 

3. Cannibal Test 

- will the feature completely engulf one or more previous features aius 

depmn'ng thern of any further design and (more importantly) 

manufacturing value? 

4. ldentky lntegrity Test 

- the feature be used improperly (Le. as a feature of another type)? 

5. Feature-Specific Manufactumbility Tests 

- will the feature's location in the part violate any known manufacturability 

constraints for that feature type? 

Manufadurability tests for Through Holes will be demonstrated. The 

manufacturability tests for Through Holes which are implemented in the 

proof-of-cbncept system are as follows: 

5.1 Basic Process Constraints 

5.1.1 Process Limits for the Feature's Dimensions 



- will the hoie be manufWurable at ail given its basic 

dimensions? 

The Through Hole checks to see if its dimensions alone are 

beyond the limits of manufacture by known proceses. 

5.1.2 Special Pmcess Limb 

- with the assumption that drillhg would be the first process 

applied in machining the hole, will the material lhickness that 

the hoIe is to pass through be too thin to permit the drill to 

bite correcüy? 

5.2 Entry Surhce Test 

- will irregularities in the entry surface of the Through Hole 

compromise its manufacturability? 

5.3 Exit Surface Test 

- will irregularities in the exit surface of the Through Hole 

compromise its manufacturability? 

5.4. Path Test 

- will the presence of previous features intmding into the Through 

Hole's path compromise its manufadurability? - 

5.5 Thin Wall Test 

- the Through Hole create thin wall sections in the part which 

may compromise its manufacturability? 

7.2.1 Application of the Air Test 

As can be seen in Figure 7.1. shown below, the designer has mistakenly 

placed a Through Slot feature outside of the boundary of the stockpiece. The 
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modeiier needs to ensure that each feature actually removes part material 

otherwise that feature has no value (actualiy such a feature has negative value 

since if it is not identifid as king useiess, it will be process-plantteâ, 

accommodateci by f-ring processes, and ulomately machineci. even though 

nothing is there). While this test should be moot wiai a properiy designed 

modeller, it needs to be emphasized as an essential test The feature infoms the 

designer that it does not remove any new material and thus refuses to become a 

mernber of the part The designer is then given some suggestions as to what 

soiuüon options to persue. 

'K 
Thmugh Slot located 
outside part boundaries 

Figure 7.1: Example screen image of a fiileâ Air Test 
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In the proof+f-concept system, features which lie outside the boundaries 

of the part sucœssfi~lly idenüfy themeives as not fernovittg any fresh material. 

They refuse to becorne members of the part until they are so Iocated in the part 

that they do remove pwiously unremoved part material. 

7.2.2 Application of the Accessibility Test 

If the feature's entry surface is not accessible to the tooling required to 

manufacture it, then it cannot be made. This test models the intersection of a 

feature access comdor and the current state of the part to ensure that a clear 

path exists for tooling to access the feature entry face. This is demonstrated in 

Figure 7.2 shown below. 

Through Slot located deep Access corridor ta the entry face of the 
in the part without a clear 

comdor for tooiing- 
lhrough 'lot Intrusions into the 

access corridor 
\ shown in black7 

AIter appiying a#=esoibility Tes& 

Figure 7.2: Example showing the Part Window ôefore and after the 

discovery of a hiled Accessibility Test 



The left hand side of the figure shows the ICA0 modeller's Part Wnrdow 

with the Through SIot located in the part -out a clear access corridor to the 

outside. The appearanœ is as t muid be before the Accessiblity Test was nin. 

The right hand ride of the figure shows the same Part Window appearanœ after 

the Accessibility Test has been applied. Note the addiaon of a graphical model of 

the Through Slot's acœss ainidor. Note that the access comdor to the Through 

Slot passes through some part matedaal The part material that falls within the 

boundaries of the Through Slot's access comdor must be removed before the 

Through Slot can be acœssed by tooling. 

The right hand side of Figura 7.2 above shows the intruding material 

highlighted in black as the designer would see it when the feature refuses 

acceptance in the part. The designer is then given some suggestions re: 

removing the access comdor intrusions or moving the feature to a location that is 

accessible. 

The Intelligent Independent Features conectiy test their environrnents for 

the accessiblity of their entry faces to tooling from outside the part. Intrusions 

into their respective access corridors are also properly identified and brought to 

the user's attention. llFs with violatecl access corridors continually refuse 

membership in the part until their access corridors are clear. 

7.2.3 Application of the Cannibal Test 

As with the Air Test above. this test is also somewhat moot A proper 

CSG/DSG feature-based modeller should notify the user whenever a new 

feature completely enguifs one or more previous features. 
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An exampk of the Cannibal Test is demonstated below in Figure 7.3. The 

new Through Slot (number 3) completely obliterates previous Through Slots 

numbered 1 and 2. Through Slots 1 and 2 will no longer exist in any capacity 

after ThroughSlot number 3 is created. They will no longer have any design 

significance or any need to be manufactured. From a design management 

standpoint, the designer will need ta be made aware that ThroughSlots 1 and 2 

no longer exist and as such must not be referenced in design documentation for 

the curent part nor in design documentation for any other mating parts. From a 

manufachiring standpoint, the same concems apply as applied with the Air Test 

above, namely that the engulfed features no longer exist and need to be 

removed frorn al1 manufacturing considerations, lest al1 the time, energy. and 

costs to make Through Slots 1 and 2 go up in chips as the cutter for Through 

Slot number 3 tums them into air- 

Through Slots 1 and 2 are 
completely engulfed by 

Part bdore adding Thmugh Slot 3. Part after adding Through Slot 3. 

Figure 7.3: Example showing the Part Window before and after- the 

introduction of a cannibalizing featum. 



The current system highlghts the engulfed features in bladc as shown 

below in the right Part Window and informs the user. The cannibaiistic feature of 

course refuses acœptanœ in the part until its engulfees are removed by the 

designer. 

The Cannibal Test is successfully implemented in the proof-of-concept 

system with the new features correctiy idenüfying the presence of previous 

features lying entirely within the new feature's boundaries. Thus the Cannibal 

Test prevents the incorportation of dead and useless features in a part's feature 

description. 

7.2.4 Application of #e ldentity lntegrity Test 

-t ' 

W i i  the goal in mind that the part is to be modelled in tenns of 

manufacturing features. so that preliminary and dynamic process-planning 

activiües can be automated as much as possible, it is wise from a manufaduring 

and econornic standpoint to ensure that the features being used to madel 

matenal removal shapes be applied properfy. In simplest fom R is a case of 

enforcing the use of the right tool for the right job. 

Figure 7.4 below, dernonstrates the use of a Through Slot as a Step 

feature. While traditional ThroughSlot cutters (end mills) are capable of creating 

Step features, Step feature cutters (standard milling cutters) are more efficient 

material rernovers and more cost effedive when machining a Sep feature. In the 

left window, the designer has located the Through Slot to use it as a Step 

feature. The right window shows the same part as it would appear to the 

designer af€er the Identity lntegrity Test fails. The ThroughSlot has recognized 
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that it was askeâ to behave like somethirtg other than a Through Slot and 

highlights the portions of itself that are not being used as a Through Slot 

The pmf-of-concept system conectly applies the ldentity IntegrÏty Tests 

of Through Slots and Through Hob.  In the case of Through Slots, those 

Through Slot features which are used by the designer to cmte Step features in 

the part consistent recognize that they are k ing used improperfy and after 

waming the designer, refuse membership in the part. 

Volume af the Thmugh Slot not being 
\ used as a Through Slot 

\#Yugh 

Part with Thmugh Slot used as a Ide- lntegm violations highlighted 
Step feature. in black 

Figure 7.4: Example thowing the Part Window before and after the 

discovery of a Wied ldentity Integrity Test 

7.2.5 Application of Featuidpecific Manukctwability Tests 

The examples of the application of feature-specific rnanufacturability tests 

will all use the Through Hole Intelligent lndependent Feature as the test feature 



type as there are a number of knomi man-ctunng constraints for that feature 

type. A manufacturing constraint by definition implies a known proœss or set of 

processes being potentially constrained. Thus even manufacturability tests can 

be processciependent. For example Procesr B may not be as constrained as 

process A men manufaduring feature X. Thus evaluating the manufacturability 

of a hok or any other feature m'Il be dependent upon the alternative processes 

available. Under the simplifying assumption that the traditional proœss 

sequenœs to feature manufacture will be the most cost effective in the long nrn, 

the proof-of-concept system a p plies the followïng manufacturability tests for a 

Through Hole. Note that a drilling proœss is assumed to be the first proœss in a 

hole's manufacture. 

7.2.5.1 Basic Pracess Constraints 

When choosing the dimension and depth of a hole to be machined the 

designer must keep in mind that there are physical limits to what a n  be done 

even before the more subtle limits on tolerances and surface finishes came into 

play. Cutting tools have limits on physical sue, especially on the lower end. This 

will lime the range of feature dimensions which can be machined. There are bath 

absolute limits and relative limits to be conœmed with. The absolute limits are of 

course those of the available technology, cost being no object Closer to home 

are the relative Iirnits of the capabilities of the tooling and machinery at hand. 

Two proces constraint tests will be demonstratecl here: 

1. the process limitations for physically making a narrow deep hole. 

2. the drilling of a hole through thin material. 



7.2.6.1 -1 Process L imb fior the Feature's Dimensions 

When a hole's depth to diameter goes beyond 5:1, drilling will not be 

sufficient to hold any but the coarsegt tokranœs. Deep hole driliing is the realrn 

of the Gun 01. Gun DrÏlls too have their Iimits. According to Dallas palbs761, 

the smallest diameter available Gun Drill is 0.075 inches. In Figure 7.5 shown 

below, the designer atternpts to mate a narfow deep Through Hole in the part. 

The Through Hole nins the aforementioned comparison of its dimensions with 

known process limits and promptly informs the designer that it simply cannot be 

done, period. The designer must then either use a larger diameter hole or find 

another solution to the design problem that was to be solved tlirough the use of 

a narrow deep hole. 

Desp Hole Pmblem: 

Through Hole diameter: 0.05 inches 
Through Hale depth: 4 inches 

depth to diameter ratio: 53.3: 1 

Part Windmiv showing iranow deep 
Through Hole 

Figure 7.5: Example of a hole with unmanufactunble dimensions 



71.6.1.2 Special Pioces$ Limb: 

The Drilling of a Hok through Thin Metal 

Wth the assumption that drillhg would be the first process applied in 

rnachining the hole, will the material thidmess that the hole is to pass through be 

too thin to permit the drill to bite conectly? Anyone who has attempted to drill a 

hole though very thin shed metal w*ll recall that the hole produœd was anything 

but round. When the thickness of the matenal is less than the height of the drill 

bit tip, the drill bit will chatter and gouge its way through the material. The 

material itseff may deform to add to the problem. 

In Figure 7.6 shown above. the designer attempts to locate a large 

diameter through hole in a thin section of part material. By interrogating the part 

and previous features in its vicinity, the Though Hok reallues that its 

manufacturability is compromised by the thinness of the material through which 1 

must pas,  and it highlights itself and infoms the designer of the problem. 

Note th* the depth of  the drill tip is greater 
than the thickness of the materiaf to be 
dnlled through. The drill bit m'Il not bite 
conectly under these circumstances, 

Part Window showhg a Thmugh Hole 
to be drillsd through thin material. 

Figure 7.6: Example of the problem of drilling through thin material. 



7.2.5.2 Entry SurfPce Test 

Drill bits are not designed to be impewious to lateral forces. They are 

designeci for fast unidiredonal material removal along a path unaffected by 

material irregularities. To this end, they are suseptible to disturbance from 

topological variations in the workpiece surface through which they are to enter 

the part. As is common backyard experience, getting the drill bit to start drilling at 

the correct location on a workpiece surfa- is the most critical step in 

manufacturing the hole successfuliy. When the entry surface is irregular, or at an 

angle, the drill bit will have problems enterhg the part at the desired location if it 

can enter at ail, and may even result in the destruction of the drill bit should its 

lateral loading becorne too high. All of this results in a poorly manufactured hole, 

assuming that the hale can be started at all. Figure 7.7 shown below. 

demonstates the response of a Through Hole to an uneven entry surface. 

T 
Through Hole 

Entry surfbce inegularity 
highlighted 7 

Part befom Thmugh Mole Enûy 
Surhce Test 

Part after Entry Surface Test 

Figure 7.7: Example of Through Hole kild Entry Surhce Test 
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As in al1 cases of conflict, there aie suggestions as to how to get around 

the problem most noteably by changing feature creation order- 

7m2m5.3 Exit Surfiace Test 

Exit surface irregularibies are not as critical as entry surface problems but 

they can still take a hole out of geometnc and dimensional tolerance a its exit 

end or result in damage to the drill bit and workpiece. Figure 7.8 below, shows a 

ThroughHole wiai an Exit surfaœ problem. As per the discussion on entry 

surface problerns above. the Through Hole not accept rnembenhip in the 

part until the problem is rectifieci. In the situation in Figure 7.8, a simple change 

in feature creation order will solve the problem. 
Exl surfhce imgufarity 

Through Hole 

Part before Through Hole Exit 
Surface Ted 

Part afbr Exit Surface T w  

Figure 7.8: Example of Through Hole kiled Exit Surface Test 

7.2.5.4. Path Violation Test 
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Inegularities in the workpiece material in the path of the Through Hole can 

cause the same kînd of problems as describeci in entry and exit surfa- 

problems above. The presence of previous features (achially the absence of 

material as a consequenœ of the presence of those features) in the path of a 

Through Hole will cause the drill bit to def'lect or even break. Figum 7.9 below, 

shows a scenario where two Thrwgh Slots have removed material from the path 

of a Through Hole feaving part material intniding dangerously into the path for 

the hole's drill bit. The intnisions are highlighted in black and solution 

suggestions are given to the designer. 

Thmugh Slots 

Through Hole 7 

Highlighted Through Hole 
path intrusions 

A 

Part behre Psth Violation Test Part afterfailed Path Violsatan Test 

Figure 7.9: Example of Thmugh Hole kiled Path Violation Test 

7.2.5.5 Thin Wall Test 



Part with Through Hole veiy near 
part boundary 

lighlighîed violation of Thmugh Hole 

Figure 7.70: Example of a kiled Thin Wall Test 

When a hole neeâs to be drilled close to a boundary face of the part there 

is potential for the matenal between the hole and the part boundary face to fail. 

This is of course not acceptible. Both feature types used in the proof-of-concept 

system apply the concept of a safety envelope to ensure that there is enough 

material around the feature to allow its successful manufacture. Figure 7.10 

above, shows a thin wall condition and shows the way the system highlights the 

violation of the Through Hole's safety envelope. The designer is informed of the 

problem and given several options regarding moving the hole. 
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The proof-of-concept system successfuliy applies the feaaire-specific 

manufacturability rules of the Intelligent Independent Features in its modeller. 

Example applications of the feature-specific manmcturablity rules for Through 

Holes were given above. In each case, the features correctly idenüfied violations 

of those rules, identified intrusions or absences as appropriate in the context of 

those niles. and made suggestions for the resolution of those conflicts. 

7.3 Example Application of Resolution of Featuia Conflicts 

Figure 7.11 below, shows the Part Window displayhg a part in which al1 

the features are independent in the feature creation order defined. 

Through Slds: 1 ,2,3,4 and 5. 

Through Holes 6 and 7. 

Figure 7.1: Part Window showing a part with al1 features 

independent in the given feature creation order. 

Figure 7.12 below, shows the same part when the user selects Through 

Slot 1 in order to change some aspect of its state. The most crucial state 
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changes that would affect the manufacture of other features are of course those 

of dimensions and location in the p a h  

Designer selects Thmugh Slot 1 
to change some aspect of its state 

Figure 7.12: Part Window showing part with Through Slot 1 selected 

It is important to note that the cunent set of features are assured 

independent only as long as the part remains asdesigned with the feature states 

unchanged frorn the time they accepted mernbership in the part Whenever the 

designer goes back and d i t s  a previously independent feature. the continued 

independenœ of that feature and that of al1 the other features that rely on that 

feature remaining unchanged to permit their manufacture becomes in jeopardy. 

There is no longer a guarantee of Feature lndependenœ for those features as 

the state of their environment at time of creation in the part is about to change. In 

order to re-assure their independence after one of their colleagues is editted is 

for the endangered features to re-test their environment. 
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This is where the administrative aspect of the Intelligent Independent 

Feature known as the accessComdorUst becornes the prominent player. As 

defined in Chapter 6. the accessComdorlist is the IW belonging to each feature 

of al1 the other features in the part whose prior manufadure is essential before 

the given feature is accessible to tooling for its own manufacture. In Table No. 

7.1 show below, the access comdor lis& of each feature in Figure 7.12 are 

d is played . 

Table No. 7.1 : Feature accessCorridorlists for the features in Figure 

7.12 

Whenever the designer selects an existing feature in the part for editn'ng, 

the part asks each of its other features to test if the feature being editted is 

referenced in their accessCorridorlist. As can be seen frorn Table No. 7.1 

above, features numbered 2. 3. 6, and 7 al1 reference Through Slot 1 in their 

accessComdoriists. Figuro 7.13 below, shows the graphic modds of the access 

corridors of those features. The left graphic shows the access comdors of 

Through Slots 2 and 3 and highlights in black the intersections of those corridors 

with Through Slot 1. The right graphic shows the access conidors of Through 
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Holes 6 and 7 and highlights in black the intersedions of those corridors with 

Through Slot 1. 

T y  Th""" 2 
Through Slot 3 
access 
corridor --/ 

Thmugh Hale 6 
Thmugh Hde 7 

corridor access 

=Omdor 7 

Figure 7-13: Access corridors of features 2, 3, 6 and 7 showing their 

intersections with feature 1. 

Now that the features are aware that their independenœ is in jeopardy, 

they tell the part to inform the user that they can no longer accept membership in 

the part if the designer chooses to procede with the edit They highlight 

themselves in black in the part as shown in Figure 7-14. below to identify 

themselves visualiy to the designer. If the designer chaoses to procede with the 

edit these affecteci features are removed ftom the part and saved as-is en masse 

to the part's temporary stack of 'dependent features' known in the p r o o f 4  

concept implementation as the part's bmpStack. The designer cornpletes the 

feature edits and can then te-introduce the features made dependent by those 

edits. As the tempstack features are te-introduced one-at-a-time they conduct al1 
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of their independenœ tests over again to ensure that the new environment is 

compatible with their manufadure. The main faionale for requiring the designer 

to re-introduœ saved features one-at-a-fime is that one should not prcguppose 

the designer's intentions [Colton90]. There is no certainty that the designer may 

want to re-introâuœ al1 or any features as-is. The need to edit other features 

may well cascade fiom the need to dit a first feaure. 

Features mfbrencing Through Slot 1 
in dreir a- conidorr= 2,3,6, and 7- 

Part Window appeamnce showing 
féatures with tkatened a- corridom. 

Figure 7.14: Part Window showing batunw 2,3,6,7 in black b denote 

that their manufactunbility is is jeopardy if hatunt 1 is changed. 

Figure 7.15 below, shows the reintrocludion of the old Through Slot 2. 

Note that since the shape and location of the old Through Slot 1 has changed. 

Through Slot 2 is no longer accessible to tooling through Through Slot 1. If the 

designer wants to keep Through Slot 2 in L current position, they must re-edl 

Through Slot 1. This fom of iterative design modelling is characteristic of the 

application of Intelligent lndependent Features whenever previous features' are 
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editted. While it may seem a bit tedious, it does not onty ensure that the re- 

introduœd features will be independent, it ako reminds the designer that in a 

cornplex part the intenelationships between the manufacture of the hatures 

involved also becornes more cornplex, and that few features exist in isolation 

frorn each ottier. 

Through Slot 2 reintroduced F\ as-is. 
new shape and location \ y for edhed Thmugh Slot 1 

Reintroduaion of Through Slot 2 

Access corridor for Thmugh Slot 2 
s h d n g  intrusions in black- \ 

Failed Acœdbility Test 
h r  T)imugh Slot 2 

Figure 7.15: ReintroductÎon of savd  feature 2 into the paft 

An example of the process for resoluhion of feature conflicts in an IIF- 

based Feature-Bascd Design system has been given. As was alluded to in the 

above discussion, resolution of one feature conflict may start a cascade of 

othen. This principle was also demonstrated in the above example as changes 

to feature 1 left the designer with feature 2 offended. The resolution process of 

the example conflict will ultimately be iterative using the approaches of feature 



editting and savhg and restonng the features whose independenœ was 

dependent upon the editted feanires. 

7.4 Example Application of Feature Cîust6n'ng 

Section 7.3 above, ended with the reminder that in a complex part, few 

features exist in isolation ftom each other in ternis of their interrelationships for 

manufacture. M is the situation(s) where there there actually are groups of 

features that can exist in isolation from other groups in a part in a manufactun'ng 

sense, that the concepts of Feature Clustering and lndependent Feature 

Clusters have application. 

As defined in Chapter 6, Feature Clustering is the grouping together of 

those features who share a cornmon access corridor such that each feature's 

access corridor is a subset of the common one. Feature Clustering results of 

course in Feature Clusten. lndependent Feature Clusters are those Feature 

Clusten whose manufachire is independent of the manufacture of the other 

Feature Clusters in the part. Having lndependent Feature Clusters in a part 

allows flexibilty in the scheduling of the different feature groups. On the shop 

floor this gives the option of running separate batches of the same parts through 

dg#ferent machine cells or to different machines machining the groups of features 

in different orders with no fear of violating some feature's independence. 

The proof-of-concept system clusters features autornatically into 

lndependent Feature Clusten. Clustering features by shared access corridor is 

the first step towards identifying lndependent Feature Clusten. The second step 

is ensuring that the safety envelopes of al1 of the features in a given Feature 

Cluster are not intruded into by any features from any outside Feature Clusters. 
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If this test is passed then the features inside the given duster retain theit Feature 

lndependenœ but also the duster itseif is a s s u d  independent of a l  the other 

Feature Clusten in the part. 

In a cornplex part with muitiple interactions between features there will be 

few lndependent Feature Clusters. In other parts where there are fwer multiple 

interactions between features, there could be several lndependent Feature 

Clusters. Figure 7.1 6 show below, gives an example of a part with lndependent 

Feature Clusters. In the left window, the part has three obvious lndependent 

Feature Clusters. In the right window, the introduction of a Through Hole joining 

two of those dusters causes them to becorne dependent upon one another. 

' Feature Cluster 3 
Feature Cluster 2 7 

Feature Cluster 1 7 
Feature Ciuster 2 

Thmugh Hoie 

Part with 3 independent dustem With aie introduaion of a Through Hole 
the part has now onfy 2 independent 
dusters 

Figure 7.16: Examples of Independent Feature Clustws 

Sinœ the holets path is intruded into by a Through Slot from one cluster 

and the hole exits into another Through Slot from the second cluster, the two 



clusten cannot be manufactureci independently lest they cause pmbbms for the 

Through Hole. 

Feature Clustering and lndependent Feature Clusters were demonstrated 

successfully in the example above. The identification and use of lndependent 

Feature Clusters is an important extension of the Intelligent 1 ndependent Feature 

concept as it takes advantage of opportuniües for flexibility in feature creation 

order when conditions of Feature Cluster Independence exist for the features in 

a given part. 

7.5 Example of a Part Data Description wing Intelligent Independent 

Features 

The part data description is of the fonn shown in Example 7.1 below. An 

adual exarnple part data description is shown in Appendix A in Example Al. 

part( 

Part name; 

FikDirectoy; 

Stoc kpiece; 



bmpStrck( 

IIFa, IIFb, IIFc, llFm 

1 

1- 
Example 7.1 : Structura of the IIF-based Part data description 

The data structure of a Through Slot Intelligent lndependent Feature is of 

the fom shown in Example 7.2 below. Actual data structures of Through Slot 

and Through Hole llFs are given in Appendix A in Example Al. 

(Th ~ S l o t  

idNumber:; 

designer's comment; 

width: height:; 

tx: 
tY: 

rz: 
rightTolerrnce:; 

rig htSurkceFinish: ; 

bottornTolemnce:; 

bottomSu~cef inish:; 

leftfolerance: ; 

IeftSu-ceF inish:; 

accessComdortist: 

1 
Example 7.2: Structure of the Through Slot data description 



As can be seen h m  Example 7.1 above, the foundation of a feature- 

based process plan is inherent in the part data structure. The 

featumCmaQonOrder variable lis& the llFs in the creaüon order which ensures 

their independence. The clusterlist variable further splits the 

featureCreationOrder into independent featureCluster creah'on orden, thus 

providing the basis for alternative process plans within the IIF paradigm. These 

alternative process plans evolve h m  the abmaive feature creation orders 

which still ensure Feature Independence. Thus a dynamic scheduling module 

would have 2 scheduling variables to work with: available attemate machines 

(the nom) and available attemate feature creation orders, mthout having to 

concem itseff with violating Feature Independence. 

The proof-of-concept Feature-Based Design system, ICAD, using 

lntelligent lndependent Feaures has successfully demonstrated the principles 

and application of Feature Independence and Feature Cluster Independence. 

The lntelligent lndependent Feature has been shown to be a valid and helpful 

manufacturing design concept in the context of designing machinable prismatic 

parts by modelling the design process as one of rernoval of manufacturing 

features. 

The resulting part model data structure has been shown to be the 

foundation for the development of feature-based alternative process plans. 



CONCLUSIONS 

AND 

8.1 Conclusions 

8.1.1 lntelligent Independent Features 

This research has intraduced the conœpt of the Intelligent lndependent 

Feature: a manufacturing feature which ensures its own manufadurability. The 

lntelligent lndependent Feature (IF) has been presented as a solid modeller 

design primitive which can think. It interacts with the designer, the stockpiece, 

and its fellow llFs to evalutate its potential manufacturability in the part The 

concept of Feature Independence was introduced as the mechanism which 

ensures the manufacturability of each IIF at the t h e  it is created in the part. 

The proofofGoncept system successful~y demonstrated an 

implementation of lntelligent lndependent Features in a manufacturing feature- 

based design system. The implementation showad how an IIF interaded with the 

designer, the stockpiece. and its fellow llFs under conditions of IIF creation, 

editting and removal, and how the principle of Feature Independence was 

enforced in al1 cases. 

The extension of the lntelligent lndependent Feature conœpt, . the 

lndependent Feature Cluster was also introduced. The conœpt of Feature 
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Cluster Independence, the macro application of the concept of Featute 

lndependence was introduced as the mechanism for ensuring manufacairability 

of dusters of IIFs in the same part. 

The prwf-of~concept system also sucœssfulty demonstrateci the 

concepts of Independent Feature Clusters and Feature Cluster lndependence 

under the conditions of IIF creation, editong, and rernoval. 

8.1.2 Alternative Process Plans 

The resuting part model was shown to have inherent in its data structure. 

the foundation for alternative process plans which were based on alternative 

feature creation orders, each of which would guarantee Feature lndependenœ 

of all llFs involved. This was shown to be a direct application of the principle of 

Feature Cluster Independence. 

8.1.3 Concurrent Design and Evaluation 

The use of llFs was shown to give quick feedback to the designer 

regarding feature manufacturability. This resulted from the mechanism of 

Feature lndependence which ensured that al1 previous features were assured 

rnanufacturabte before the new feature was introduced. Thus the new feature's 

manufacturabiIÎty was its conœm and its conœm alone. This reduced the 

amount of necessary manufadurabilty testing to only that required by the new 

feature to ensure its own manufacturability. Less testing, faster feedback. 

8.1.4 Education of Designers 
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The proof-~f-~~ncept implementation of llFs successfully demonstrated 

the waming and advisory nature of the feedback which the IFS would give the 

designer when their manufacturability needs were violated. The designer would 

learn by doing about oie manufacturability constraints on the features they were 

designing with. Eventually the designers would design with these constraints in 

mind. 

8.2 Current Applications of th* Research 

The lntelligent lndependent Feature concept has already been applied 

within an intelligent agent based manufacturing and shop floor wntrol system 

called ABCDE [Balasubramanian95]. This appreach uses the lntelligent Feature 

concept in its design environment and relies on agent arbittation mechanisms 

behnreen feature agents. the part agent, machine agents, and shop floor agents 

to ensure feature manufacturability. The ABCDE system has been further 

incorporateci into a larger muiti-agent concurrent engineering system 

[Maturana96]. 

8.3 Future Directions 

8.3.1 Issues in Applying Intelligent lndependent Features in 3 Dimensions 

The principal difficulty of implementing lntelligent lndependent Features in 

3 dimensions is that of the increase in difficulty in geometric reasoning. 



Although Muring needs were not addressed in oiis research, if 

impemented in a 3D system they too will becorne much more complicated, with 

geornetric reasoning again k ing  a principal difficulty. 

8.3.1 .l Geometric Reasoning 

The main diffDculty in moving llFs from 2 dimensions to 3 dimensions can 

be summed up in the expression: "geometric reasoning". Geometric reasoning 

can be defined for this context as the heuristic and mathematical interrogation of 

3 dimensional spaœ for the purpose of identifying volumes of inclusion and 

intersection. Geometric reasoning is the essential component of any successful 

solid modeller. lt relies on computational geometry, which is "the sfudy of 

efficient algonthms to soive geometrk pmb/emsn [MitchelI95]. 

In order to assure that Feature Independence exists for a feature being 

introduced into a 30 part, it is essential to be able to identify any dangerous 

intersections between this feature's Safety Envelope and al1 previous features, 

and between its access corridor and al1 neighbouring part material. While the 

algorithms to identify these intersections are rather simple in 2D, they are not so 

in 3D. 30 computational geometry is required. This can be not only complicated 

but also time consurning in ternis of the calculations the algorithms require. 

In interactive environments like solid rnodellers, the speed of the 

geometric reasoning becomes a criücal factor. Some researchers have 

concluded that the choiœ and use of algonthms and heuristics must becorne 

more speciallized and context dependent [Damski95, Laakko96, Mitche1195, 

Mulmuley96, Woodbury88]. A recent Al EDAM cal1 for papers on Geometric 

Representation and Reasoning in Design, made a specific request for papers 



developing "cfear mlations between geomebic oomputation and a desen modet' 

[DamskigS]. This research direction cal1 is exactly what is needed to apply 

Intelligent Independent Features successfully in a 3D modelling environment. 

A successful approach to addressing the need for feature-based 

geometric reasoning when implementing llFs in 3D will need to incorporate: 

1. brute force geometrïc nasoning: this makes use of the current 

geometric reasoning capabilities in existing solid modeIlers. 

2. heuristic searches to n a m  the application of b ~ t e  force: these 

namw the search to the most likely regions of conflict and thus reduœ 

the amount of brute force searching required to identify the actual regions 

of conflict. 

3. feature specific geometric rersoning: this will be a combination of 

both heuristic and brute force approaches that are specifically tailored to 

the needs of the feature class in question. 

8.3.1.l.l Brute Force Geometric Reasoning 

Brute force geometric reasoning is essential in an interactive tool in order 

to display regions of feature confiict to the user. These volumes of conœm must 

be modelled accurately and uitimateiy visually. This requires the application of 

computational geometry algonthrns rather than heuristics 

One solution to the pmblem of identifying and displaying volumes of 

conflict is as follows. Beginning with the solid modeller itself being a knowledge 

base of corn putational geometry algorithms, individual featu re interactions could 

be modelled and displayed to the designer using the solid modelfer's existing 

operators using the approach diagrammed in Figure 8.1 below. 



2. me diimnœ 
operator to find 
the intenadonset + 

.f 3. mmre the intenedion 
1.creatcacopyofthenewfcrturc ret back inta the part so 
and a wpy of one of the potcntially the designer can see the 
intruding existing features outside conliict in canfeact 

of the part boundaries 4 

F igum 8.1: Schematic showing application of existing modeller 

operations to identify and display feature conflicts 

Through Hale 
added to Part 

Figure 8.2: The designer adds a new Through Hole to a 30  

recfangukr block. 
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A more tangible exampie follows. Figure 8.2 above, shows the 

introduction of a new Through Hole into a rectengular Mo& that already has a 

Through Slot in L 

Knowing that the Through Slot may intnide harmfully into the new 

Through Hole's air space, a copy of the Through Slot and a copy of the Through 

Hole cauld be created outside of the part boundary as shown in Figure 8.3 

below. This way any operations on them will not interfere with the em'sting part 

model and its features. 

The differenœ operator can then be applied to the two features to create 

the intersection set as shown in Figure 8.3 below. If such a set ex& it will now 

have graphical fom that is both visible to the designer and cm be manipulated 

by the modeller. 

Through - 
Slot 

Figure 8.3: Create copies of the 2 possibly conflicting features and 

apply the difference operator. 

The volume of conflict can then be shown to the designer in the context of 

either the entire part or of the new feature. In the case of the part context. the 
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intersedion set can be moved back into the part model as shown in Figure 8.4 

below. 

Figure 8.4: The intersection set moved k c k  into the part model. 

In the case of the feature conte* the intersection set could be moved into 

a second copy of the new feature, ako created outside part boundaries as 

shown in Figure 8.5 below. 

Intersecb'ori set moved 
intoa copyofthenm 
Through Holc katurc 

Figure 8.5: Move the intersection set into a copy of the new Through 

Hole. 



The llF could thus show the user where the conflict regions are and fdlow 

up by making suggestions for their molution or avoidance as was demonstrated 

in the exampk sœnanos in Chapter 7 . 

8.3.1 -1.2 Heuristic Searches 

Heuristic approaches to geometric reasoning are required to d u c e  the 

amount of brute force geometric reasoning, i.e. namw the search. In a 3D I IF- 

based modeller, there will need to be a mechanism for identifying likely 

candidates for feature intrusion tests and relevant zones for feature acœssibility 

tests. 

The use of 3D grids and a referencing system aiat keeps track of the grid 

cells which a feature either occupies or intrudes into would be a data base for 

such a mechanism. This is similar to modelling the part using octree 

representations, a variant of decomposition modelling. A rule base could then 

interrogate that information to identify likely problern regions and features, thus 

narrow-ng the search universe for the wmputaaonal geometry algorithms. 

Another heuristic approach would be to approximate each feature as a 

rectangular cartesian prism bas4 on its cartesian maxima and minima and do 

preliminary intersection tests between these biock modek to identÏÏ which 

feature interactions should be tested more thoroughly. This is modelled in Figure 

8.6 below. Note that for new feature FI, onîy features F2 and F3 have any 

likelihood of intersecting feature FI. Thus fumer heuristics and brute force 

geometric reasoning need only be applied to interactions between FI and F2 

and F1 and F3. This approach could also be applied to the other Feature 

Independence tests as a means of nanowing the search universe. 



Figure 8.6: Featum approximated by rectangular boxes basd  on 

their cartesian maxima and minima. 

8.3.1.1 .3 Feature Specific Geometric Reasoning 

Feature specific geometic reasoning will be important for issues like 

feature integrity and feature degeneration (e-g. blind dots degenerating into 

t hroug h slots). These will be a corn bination of heu ristics and featu re-specifc 

computational geometry approaches. 

The work of Laako and Mantyla [LaakkosG] uses the idea of feature- 

specific geometric reasoning in heuristic form in an example that essentially 

defines the identity integnty of a T-slot. 

Balasubramanian [Balasubramanian96] in his application of the Intelligent 

Feature in the ABCDE system, relied on proximity detemiining heuristics to 

govem his algorithmic searches. His brute force geometric reasoning rested on 

heu ristics d riving ray tracing searches rather than solid intersections. 



IdenüSca6'on and Enforcing of F i î r ing N d s  

Although fixturhg concems were not addressed in this research. they will 

become more prominent if implemented in a 3 0  system. This is where an 

intelligent agent approach would be helpful. A Fixturing Manager will need to to 

interrogate the part during the creation of each feature to ensure that the part 

can be grasped appropnately while each required matenal-removal process acis 

upon the stockpiece. Features requiring several dÏfFerent processes to arrive at 

final toleranœs and surface finishes wili complicate fixturing issues. Certain 

grasping surfaces rnay need to remain accessible throughout a part's 

manufacture to ensure that the part can be grasped such that finishing 

processes can still be applied to a given feature. 

Fixturing features like clamping surfaces and clamping appendages on a 

part themselves need to be intelligent This wïll be necessary to ensure that 

they are not rernoved until their usefullness is over, or until other suitable 

replacements are created during part creation. The extension of the 'llF concept 

to fixturing features is one of the recommendations for Mure research. 

8.3.2 Part-Based Manufactunbility Concerns 

This research has concerneci itself with resolving feature manufacturability 

conflick that anse from past feature intrusions into a given feature's safety 

envelope. It is entirely possible that threats to feature manufacturability may not 

corne fiorn these local feature interactions alone, but also from feature 

interactions that occur outside a feature's safety envelope. Thus true feature 

rnanufacturability depends upon not only the feature king happy with its 



immediate environment, but also the part rnaterial around the faaaire's safety 

envelope being able to support the stresses of the feature manufaduring 

processes. 

In Figure 8.7 below. the designer is attempting to drill a hole through a 

cantilevered portion of part material. Afthough the feature's local 

rnanufacturability needs are satisfied, the cantilevered portion of part material will 

bend when the drill is applied, thus creating serious talerance problems for the 

hole and a possible material Failure in the cantilever. While one solution direction, 

namely changing feature creafjon order, would solve the probkm here, changing 

feature creation order is not always possible. 

cantihred portion 

new hole 7 of part material 

1 clamping fidures - 
Figure 8.7: Drilling a hok thrwgh a cantilevered portion of Part 

material 

For the case where a change in feature creation order is not possible, 

another solution direction must be found. The critical region of concern is the 



volume of part material tha exists between the nearest complete set of 

supporting fWring points and the outer boundaries of the feature safm 

envelope. This volume of material will be supporting the majority of the stresses 

placed on the workpiece by the tooling used to create the new hole, and its 

ability to do so mil be adversefy affeaed by intrusions into itsetf fiam past 

features. This volume shown in Figure 8.8 below, will be called the Rxaired 

safety envelope sinœ it also must be fEe of dangerous intrusions like the slot 

that created the cantilever portion. 

hole safety , hole r cantikred portion 

fixtured 
safety 
envelope 

1 clamping fixtures - 
Figure 8.8: Figure 8.7 with added hole safety envelope and fixtured 

safety envelope shown. 

In Figure 8.8 above, it c m  be seen that the nearest complete set of 

clamping fixtures are far away fiom the new hole's safety envelope. A large 

fixtured safety envelope like the one for the hole in Figure 8.8 can be riddW 

with features. maicing L a poor structural base to support the creation of a new 

feature at its extremities. If in Figure 8.8 there were clamping fixtures around the 



cantilevered portion itseIft the impact of the slot would be avoided. The resulüng 

small fixhired safety envelope for the hole would be without intrusions, thus 

providing a rigid foundation for the creaüon of the hole. 

Part-based rnanufacturability thus requires that the fixtured safety 

envelope of a new feature be able to support the stresses of the processes used 

to create 1 without allowing significant strains that would adversely affect new 

feature tolerances or cause material failure. Unfortunately, the only sure way of 

ensuring that a new feature's fUtured safety envelope can support the 

manufacture of the feature is to do finite element analysis (FEA) on the fixhired 

safety envelope ta ascertain if any stresses or strainsldeflections are 

unacceptable. This would add signifiant time delays in feedback to the designer 

due to the tirne required for the FEA wrnputations. 

Heuristics cm be applied to minimize the need for FEA. Using the 

approach discussed in section 8.3.1 -1.2 Heuristic Searches above, rectanguhr 

prism approximations for the fOdureâ safety envelope and part features can 

quickly eliminate any unintnided fktured safety envelopes fiom need ing further 

investigation by FEA. Analysis of the extent of the intrusions of the prism 

approximations into the fixtu red safety envelope could also help to identify where 

an FEA would be in order, and where the intrusions were obviously too severe to 

support creation of the new feature and FEA would be a waste of time. 

8.3.3 Recommendations for Future Research 

The outstanding research concems for development of IlF-based systems 

include the following: 
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1. the capture and encapsulaüon of manufacturability ruks and 

experienœ for known manmcturing fisatures and processes. 

2. extending the IIF conœpt to design features which can be remodelled 

in ternis of manufacturing features. (Alfows designers to mirk with more 

cornplex primitives). 

3. extending the IIF conœpt to indude other types of features like Mure 

features, tolerancing features, and assernbly features and their 

interactions with current IIFs, 

4. extending manvfacturability concems to part-based concems 

(manufactura bility consequences arising outside of the featu rets safety 

envelope) . 
5. cornputatonal geometry research that is related to the needs of 

manufaduring design primitives. 
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APPENDU A 

The data structure shown in Example A l  below is output from the Proof- 

of-Concept System for the part shown in Figum Al below. 

Figure Al: A part model with Intelligent Independent Featuies 

showing the feature creation order. 

(Part 
fileName: 'duster3.prt' 
fileDirectoy: (FileDimctory basichlew instVarAt: 1 put: 'c:\st25\parts\'; yourself) 

stock: (Stock 
width: 4 
height: 4 
material: 'mild steel') 

featureCmationOrder: ((OrderedCollection new) add: ( 
ThniSlot 



comment: la 

width: 1 .O depth: 1.487 

rig htToleranœ: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

rightsurfacefin: (Surface Finish Ra: 1000) 

bottomTolerance: 
(Tolemnœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.008 ANSlgrade: 1 3) 

bottomsu rfaœ F in: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1 000) 

IeftTolerance: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

leftsurfacefin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

accessConidorList: ((OrderedColleaion new)) 

); add: ( 

comment: " 

width: 0.5 depth: 0.934 

tx: 1.494 
tY: 3.32 
rz: 1 

rig htToleranœ: 
floleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

rightSurfaceFin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

bottomToleranœ: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

bottomSurfaceFin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 



IeftTolerance: 
(Toleranœ posiove: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

lefisurface Fin: (SurfkeFinis h Ra: 1 000) 

accessCorridorList: ((OrdersdCollection new) add: 1; yourself) 

); add: ( 

comment: " 

width: 2.5 depth: 0.841 

rightTolerance: 
(Tolerance poslive: 0.006 negabiw: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

rightsurfacefin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

bottomTolerance: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negabive: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

bottomSurfaceFin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

IeftToleranœ: 
(Tolerance positive: 0.006 negatiie: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

IeftSurfaceFin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

accessComdorList ((OrderedCollecüon new)) 

); add: ( 

comment: " 

width: 0.5 depth: 1.407 



rig htToîerance: 
(Toieranœ posiüwe: 0.008 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

rig htSurfaœFÏn: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

bottomTolerance: 
(Tolemnce positive: 0.008 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

bottomSurf&cefin: (SurfriceFinish Ra: 1000) 

IeftToIeranœ: 
(Toleranœ positive: O.Oû6 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 1 3) 

IeftSurfaceFin: (Surfacef inish Ra: 1000) 

accessComdor List: ((OrderedCollection new) add: 3; you rself) 

); add: (ThniHole 
idNurnber 5 
comment: " 
diameter: 0.5 depth: 1 508 

d iaTolerance: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

depthTolerance: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.25 negative: 0.0 ANSlgrade: nil) 

surfacefin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

accessCorridorList ((OrderedCollection new) add: 3; add: 4; yourseîf) 

); add: ( 

idNurnber: 6 
comment: Llot for through hole. ' 

width: 1.25 depth: 1 -1 97 



rïg htTolerance: 
(Tolerance positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

rightSurFaceFin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

bottamTolerance: 
(Tolerance positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

bottomSurfàceFin: (SumceFinish Ra: 1000) 

IeftTolerance: 
(Tolerance positive: 0.006 negative: 0.008 ANSlgrade: 13) 

IeftSurfacef in: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

accessComdorlist: ((OrderedCollection new)) 

); add: (ThniHole 
idNurnber: 7 
comment: 'hole to house the 0.5 inch diameter boft that clamps this part to the 
pump housing.' 
diameter: 0.5 depth: 1.961 

diaTolerance: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negaüve: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

depthTolerance: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.25 negatïve: 0.0 ANSlgrade: nil) 

surfacefin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

accessComdorList: ((OrderedColleaion new) add: 6; yourself) 

clusterList ((OrderedCollecüon new) add: ((OrderedColledion new) add: 1 ; 
add: 2; add: 3; add: 4; add: 5; add: 6; add: 7; yourseq; yoursetf) 
tem pStPck: ((OrderedCollection new) add: (Th ruHole 
idNumber: ni1 
comment: " 
diameter: 0.8 depth: 0.281 



tY: 4.0 
rz: 0.0 

diaTolemnce: 
(Tokranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 1 3) 

depthTolerance: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.25 negative: 0.0 ANSlgrade: ni!) 

surfacefin: (SiafaœFinish Ra: 1000) 

accessConidorList: ((OrderedCollection new) add: 2; yourself) 

); add: (ThniHole 
idNumber: ni1 
comment: " 
diameter: 1.0 depth: 0.229 

d iaToleranœ: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgfade: 13) 

depthTolerance: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.25 negative: 0.0 ANSlgrade: nil) 

surfacefin: (SurfaœFinish Ra: 1 000) 

accessComdorList: ((OrderedColledion new) add: 2; yourself) 

); add: ( 

comment: " 

width: 0.5 depth: 0.868 

rig h tToleranœ: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

rightSurfaceFin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 



bottomToleranœ: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

bottomSurfacefin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

leftiolerance: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

IeftSurfaceFin: (SurfaceF inish Ra: 1000) 

acceasComdorList ((OrderedCollection new) add: 1 ; yourself) 

); add: ( 

comment: " 

width: 0.3 depth: 0.46 

rig htToleranœ: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negatie: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 1 3) 

rightsurfacefin: (ÇurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

bottomToleranœ: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negaüve: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

bottomSurfaceFin: (SurfaœFinish Ra: 1000) 

IeftToleranœ: 
(Toleranœ positive: 0.006 negative: 0.006 ANSlgrade: 13) 

IeftSurfaceFin: (SurfaceFinish Ra: 1000) 

accessComdorList: ((OrderedColledion new) add: 1 ; add: 4; yourseif) 
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Exampie Al: The data stnicaire output h m  the proof-f-concept 

system for the part m d e l  displayd in Figure Al above. 



B.l Outline of the Cumnt Implementation 

The curnnt hnplementation of the Intelligent lndependent Feature can be 

modelled as shown in Figure B.1 below. Detailed discussions of each of the 

variables and their relationships to one another can be found in Chapters 5 and 

6. Note that the Intelligence attribute houses the manufacturability rules: These 

are hard coded as procedures in each feature class. 

Intelligent Indeperdent 
Feature 

Iden* 

- feature class 
- implicit 

geometric model 
- explicit 

geometric model 
- manufacturing 

paramet ers 
- designer's 

comment 
L 

- id number 
- access 

corridor list 

1 I Intelligence 

- manufàdurability 1 

Figure 6.1 : Current structure of the lntelligent lndependent Feature 

The interaction between a new IIF and the part in the context of the ICAD 

Modeller is shown below in Figure B.?. The manufacturability rules are applied 
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by the feaaire to its situation in the stockpiece, and also against al1 of the 

previausly created features in the part (listed in the feature creation order). 

lrnplementation details are discussed in Chapdpr 6. Example interadions 

between new features, the stockpiece, and past features demonstrating the 

Intelligent lndependent Feature in action are given in Chapbr 7. 

Figure B.2: Curnnt structure of the ICAD modeller showing 

manukcturrbility NI- attached ta the featwe 

6.2 Outline of the Next Genemtion IIF and Ilf-Modelling Enviionment 

The next generation IIF will maintain the Identity and Administration 

attributes as previously defined. The Intelligence attribute will be further 

expanded or rather distributed by replacing the cunent hard coded feature- 

specific manufacturability rules with the interaction between a Feature Process 

Manager and historically proven process sequences which wn manufacture the 
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given feature type. A Fiuring Manager Ml1 also interact with the Feature 

Process Manager and the Part, since part-based faature manufacturability 

concems cm be fkhredependent as described in Chapder 8. These 

interactions are rnodelled in Figures A3 and 8.4 below. 

Feature 

Idenüîy 

- feature class 
- implicit 

geometric model 
- explicit 

geometric model 
- manuf&cturing 

parameters 
- designer's 

comment 
J 

pmcess manager 

Figure 8.3: Next Generation structure of the Intelligent Independent 

Feature 

In the next generation systern. the feature will no longer determine its own 

rnanufacturability diredy. The concept of a manufacturing feature is simply a 

data mode1 for what some manufachiring process or series of processes leaves 

behind in a stockpiece. Thus a feature cannot really determine its own 

manufacturability on its own because that manufacairability is dependent upon 

which proœsses are used to create the feature. A drilling process may be used 

to create hote A but not hole B. Hole B rnay need to be created using EDM. This 

means that the proœsses are the ones who need to determine if what they are 
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asked to do in a part (create a given feature) is feasibie for üiem. The feature's 

role then becornes one of manufacturabiiity manager. 

proces6 sequenœ 1 

proceas sequenœ 2 

proceas sequenœ 3 

Figure BA: Next Generation structure of the ICAD Modeller showing 

the manufpcbrability analysis done via a separate Feature Process 

Manager which communicates with proven pmcem sequences. A 

Fixturïng Manager is abo shown. 

As shown in Figure 6.4 above, the responsibility for final feature 

manufacturability is that of the feature's Feature Process Manager. The Feahire 

Process Manager acts on behaif of the feature as negotiator between the Part. 

the F ixturing Manager, and several proven manufacturing process sequenœs 

each process to apply its manufacturability needs to the feature's situation in the 

Part given the cunent fi>during setup. If one or more process sequences believe 

that they can manufacture aie new feature in its context in the Part, then the 
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feature can accept membership in the Part If not, then depending upon the 

issues which prevented manufacturability, the Feature Process Manager may try 

to: 

1. negoüate with the Fixturing Manager to see if certain existing factures 

can be repositioned without disturbing the manufachirability of past 

features, or new fïxtures can k added, to the end of creating a fkiendlier 

environment for the processes trying to manufacture the feature. 

2. ask the modeller or the user to change the feature creation order of 

relevant features. 

3. suggest that the user try a different design approach. 

B.3 Conclusion 

The cuvent implementation of the Intelligent lndependent Feature hard 

coded L manufacturing rules into the feature itself. These rules were process 

dependent. The hard coding of the manufacturability niles was used to simplify 

the development of a proofofconcept system. Now that that has been achieved, 

a more realistic next generation system needs to be designed which will use a 

more appropriate distribution of manufaduring intelligence. Since it is a 

manufacturing process which creates a feature, 1 should really be that same 

manufacturing process which is endued with intelligence to detemine if it can 

manufacture the feature. The feature's new role becornes one of managing the 

manufacturability evaluations of the processes which can be used to 

manufacture it. 




